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Abstract
This dissertation has been carried out in the context of Evolutionary Algorithms and
specifically in the application of Genetic Programming (GP) techniques to symbolic
regression problems. In this class of problems, given an input vector of independent
numerical variables, algorithms are able to find models that approximate a desired scalar
output. Among the machine learning techniques, GP has the important advantage of
synthesizing as output a full intelligible model. Recently, interesting new approaches
measure the computational behaviour of such models, their semantics, considering the
output vector on all the test cases in the training set. By characterizing the behaviour
of the model at hand, it is possible to improve the efficiency during exploration of the
solution space, while avoiding duplicate behaviours and directing the evolution towards
the desired directions. In this context, geometric approaches play a very important role,
mainly due to their performance in terms of models accuracy and ability to generalize.
However, they also suffer from a number of drawbacks, i.e., the exponential growth of
the model’s structure (bloat) and a slow convergence rate.
In this dissertation we propose a radically different approach, which is based on a new
semantic framework that performs effectively against bloat, thus preserving models clarity, and reaching comparable accuracy and generalization performances starting from a
common background. More specifically, we introduce the concept of semantics-based
equivalence classes. The approach is implemented by means of two different novel genetic programming systems, in which two different definitions of equivalence are used.
In both these systems, whenever a solution in an equivalence class is found, it is possible
to analytically generate any other solution in that equivalence class. As such, these
two systems allow us to shift the objective of genetic programming: instead of finding
a globally optimal solution, the objective is to find any solution that belongs to the
same equivalence class as a global optimum. Equivalence classes generalize the use of
peseudo-distances, as opposed to the traditional use of proper metrics in semantic analysis. Furthermore, we propose improvements to these genetic programming systems in
which, once a solution belonging to a particular equivalence class is generated, no other
solutions in that class are accepted anymore in the population during the evolution. We
call filtered systems these improved versions with respect to efficiency and speed in the
solution space exploration phase.
We validated the proposed approach via a experimental results obtained on seven complex real-life test problems. Experimental results show that using equivalence classes is
a promising direction and that filters are generally helpful to improve the performance

ii
of the systems. Experimental results also show that filters are useful to improve the performance of a state-of-the-art GP method. Indeed, we did an extensive experimentation
on the well-known linear scaling technique; this contribution is rather general and can
work in synergy with the aforementioned semantic/geometric techniques and with other
machine learning frameworks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In this thesis we propose a novel framework with the intent of improve capability of
Genetic Programming (GP) to solve complex real life problem. GP is framed within
the broader family of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [3]. EAs are inspired by Darwin’s
theory of evolution in its various aspects and, specifically for GP, on the iterative process based on reproduction, mutation, competition and selection. Out of the natural
evolution metaphor real GP systems implements the cycle in figure 2.1. To complete
the various phases described there many specific algorithm exist. These algorithms manipulate structures representing a population of solutions. Contrary to other machine
learning techniques GP is able to produce as output model or algorithm that are fully
understandable by humans and are not a mere black box tool with obvious advantages
in term of knowledge. The work introduced here develops techniques that are applied
to the symbolic regression domain, but their generality, and the possibility of broader
application, will be clear to the reader, and potentially not limited to the EAs machine
learning field.

1.1

Semantic genetic programming and open problems

This thesis is focused on a promising trend recently established in Genetic Programming
(GP), the Semantic GP. In this framework the individuals forming the population undergoing selection-evolution cycles are analysed from a point of view centred on their
behaviour more than on the solutions’ structure itself. Indeed we are interested in an
algorithm or model solving our problems, and obviously many formulation of the same
solution are possible, and in practice this redundancy is a real issue [4]. If we are concerned in enhancing the efficiency of the exploration of the solution space we are not

1
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interested in duplicates behaviours or, in other words we are not interested in algorithms
that are computing the same solutions or that have the same semantic.
Many criterion have been adopted to measure diversity and usually evolutionary systems
that preserve this population’s characteristic show increments in their performances, see
for examples [5],[6] and [7].
The new semantic perspective have introduced new metrics aiming at measuring diversity. The semantic itself is defined as in [8] and [9] where it is the vector whose
elements are obtained evaluating every fitness case in the training set. If we call such
→, −
→, ..., −
set X = {−
x
x
x→}, in a symbolic regression problem, an GP individual is a func1

2

n

−
−
tion or program P that, for each vector →
xi in X returns the scalar value P (→
xi ). We
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
define semantics of P the vector sP = [P (x1 ), P (x2 ), ..., P (xn )]. This vector can be represented as a point in an n-dimensional metric space, that is generally called semantic
space where the well known properties characterizing a metric space hold thus having
defined a distance d with the usual properties:
d(sPi , sPj ) ≥ 0
d(sPi , sPj ) = 0 ⇔ sPi = sPj
d(sPi , sPj ) = d(sPj , sPi )
d(sPi , sPj ) + d(sPj , sPk ) ≥ d(sPi , sPk )
(1.1)

Differently from the syntactic or genotypic space, where individuals are represented by
programs syntax, the semantic space give a numerical representation that is strictly
related to the program behaviours during the test. In this scenario the syntax of the
selected representations doesn’t matter any more and the genetic operators designed in
this space are almost independent from such phenotipic details. New similarity measure have been defined based on the metrics imposed on the semantic vector space, see
equations 1.1. Semantics methods have been used in three different phases of the evolutionary process trying to improve diversity and therefore exploration and performances.
Many approaches try to perform a semantic analysis during initialization phase like
for example [10] and [11] here the attempt is to have an high variety of phenotypesgenotypes already at the beginning of the evolutionary process. Other approaches also
work during the selection phase discarding too similar semantics, see [12] and [13], or
trying to match individuals with different semantics [14] always with the aim of obtaining more diversity in the population. Another group of approaches tries to introduce
semantic in the genetic operators. These techniques establish the semantic properties
of the sub-trees from two individuals trying to figure out which is the best location to
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perform crossover. Many proposal have been formulated targeting similar semantics to
promote gradual changes, e.g. in [9], or at the opposite targeting different semantics to
obtain more diversity,e.g. in [15] or also intermediate approaches like in [16].
In this thesis we are interested in some of the major issues still open in GP, indeed we
believe that our proposal is positively affecting bloat and generalization problems. We
observe bloat when the growth of the solution complexity is non-functional to performance improvement [17]. This may arise from many causes and we present the most
relevant theories in section 2.2 but then we focus on the idea that neutral mutations
have a main role both in the code growth and the generalization issue. We believe that
also this last problem is related to the size of the solutions and their complexity: it is
possible that the program incorporates data from the training set rather than learning
a theory of general validity. In accordance with the principle of minimum length of the
assumptions, see eg [18] , there is general consensus that the assumptions that require
less information to be encoded are also the best ones. It is believed that the simplest
solutions are able to generalize better and resist more effectively to noise.
We highlight important relationships among bloat and overfitting problems and two GP
frameworks that inspired us and are the foundations of what we introduce here. In the
fields of semantic GP there is a Geometric framework, a GP branch called Geometric Semantic Genetic Programming (GSGP) that has really interesting properties [19]. Using
the same kind of semantic space and metrics we have seen above (see equations 1.1) geometric techniques introduce genetic operators that, by construction, induce a unimodal
fitness landscape, in other words there is a perfect correspondence between fitness and
distance from the target because new individual can be constructed deterministically to
stay in a known position of the semantic space. GSGP techniques have a good generalization properties even if, in the canonical form described in [19], they are subjected
to an exponential growth of the complexity of the solutions. We discuss how geometric
properties are preserving generalization despite the complexity of the solutions. From
the GSGP framework we take the ability of build solutions in a deterministic way but,
contrary to GSGP, we are not combining solutions with geometric operators and we do
not rely on geometric properties to guarantee optimal generalization against overfitting.
There is another framework from our previous work that has an important role in the
present thesis and is based on the alignment of individuals in the populations and
the target in the semantic space: the Error Space Alignments Genetic Programming
(ESAGP) [2]. The reader can find a complete description of this approach in appendix A.
One of the interesting point of ESAGP is that maintain semantic diversity at the population level, no duplicate is admitted, even considering the past population. A key
feature of ESAGP is that to discriminate among semantics it is not using a usual metric
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to compute a distance but rather shows the utility of using a pseudo-distance approach
in particular ESAGP relay on Semantic Angles. In this thesis we are building on the
following characteristics of ESAGP: (i)it uses geometrical properties to reconstruct the
target(ii) it shows a good generalization ability thanks to its property of filtering out
duplicate semantics and thus keeping solution complexity low (Occam razor principle
strongly enforced) (iii) it uses pseudo-distance to compare semantics thus enabling an
equivalence class approach: all the semantic vectors aligned in the error space are equivalent from the point of view of target approximation with a geometric approach because
they al stay in te same vector subspace. We want to generalize ESAGP’s properties
(i,ii,iii) keeping in consideration the geometric semantic approach of GSGP and thus we
propose a novel flexible framework based on Equivalence Classes.

1.2

Equivalence Classes in Genetic Programming

The work presented here is strongly related to contributions discussed in the previous
sections and it directly incorporates semantic awareness in GP. Nevertheless, it does so
from a different perspective. In this thesis, we propose a novel idea to exploit semantic
awareness in GP: semantic based equivalence classes (SECGP). The context of SECGP
is still the semantic genetic programming and the semantic vector space that we are
using is the same one introduced in the previous section. Our concept of equivalence
class is such that, once an individual in a class is found, it must be possible, and easy, to
generate all the other individuals in that class. In this way, finding one solution in the
same equivalence class as a globally optimal solution allows us to solve the problem by
reconstructing the global optimum analytically. Using direct semantic manipulations,
similarly to GSGP, we compare entire classes of individuals. Instead of the operators
proposed in [20], we use traditional genetic operators to build new solutions. SECGP
come naturally equipped with the ability of discriminating class of semantics and this
further enhance the type of redundancy that can be avoided, not just a single point in
the semantic space but rather entire classes. Any single individual is representative of a
class and using the equivalence relationship it’s easy to compute any other individual in
the same class, this imply that we have a new pseudometric that has the same advantages
discussed for ESAGP semantic angles, but is also a generalization of that concept, indeed
semantic angles are a particular implementation of an SECGP system. Thanks to its
enhanced capacity of discrimination among semantics we expect that a SECGP systems
have the ability to maintain an higher level of diversity in the population thus exploring
more effectively the solution space and at a faster rate than GSGP.
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To enhance genralization ability and reduce overfitting SECGP adopt the strategy of
reducing as much as possible the code growth that it’s not related to any real change
in fitness. Neutral changes in the solution’s structures are completely forbidden and, in
the proposed Filtered version F-SECGP, any duplicate or similar semantic is discarded
on evaluation. This behaviour strongly enforce the Occam Razor Principle, any changes
in the semantic can be immediately evaluated and complexity it is introduced gradually,
positively affecting also the overfitting problem.

1.3

Contributions overview

The approach presented in this thesis proposes these original contributions from the
theoretical point of view. (i) We show how to generalize the use of pseudo-distance and
its usefulness for the comparison of semantic vectors. This added flexibility allows also
to craft or learn useful equivalence relationships. (ii) We define a new formal concept of
duplicate semantics based on equivalence classes.(iii) We shows a new effective method
of filtering duplicate semantics (iv) thus permitting only a very controlled growth of
the solution’s structural complexity and a consequent good generalization ability. (v)
We simplify the geometric approach in the context of equivalence classes, losing the
guaranteed geometric properties (unimodal fitness landscape and good generalization
ability) but getting a potentially compact and equally general and accurate solutions.
From a more practical perspective we define four simple and completely new techniques:
two new SECGP, called GPPLUS and GPMUL and tow F-SECGP called FGPPLUS
and FGPMUL. Moreover we reformulate the well known linear scaling technique in the
new perspective of SECGP framework.
Experiments to test the performance of the systems proposed have been conducted on
seven complex real-life applications. The results obtained can be summarized as follows:
when considering the results on unseen test data, on five out of the seven studied test
problems, the systems proposed are better than (or comparable to) the state-of-theart of GP for symbolic regression (i.e. geometric semantic GP ). Also, on all the test
problems taken into account, filters are beneficial for improving the performance of the
systems and show the capability to evolve models with a good generalization ability.
Last but not least, the use of filters allows the studied systems to generate individuals
that are significantly smaller, compared to their unfiltered counterparts.
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Structure of this dissertation

We begin, in chapter 2, introducing Genetic Programming and the general connected
background including the theoretical basis necessary to understand the problems that
we are tackling in this thesis. This chapter also explains the principles of semantic genetic programming.
In chapter 3 we explore the recent literature that inspired our work highlighting the
relationship of each described technique with both open problems and our proposal. We
discuss also new interesting perspective on our past work.
Chapter 4 more formally introduces equivalence classes in the context of GP and explicitly formulate simple example systems developing the simple necessary mathematical
tools.
Four of this new systems, a revisited Linear Scaling technique along with unchanged
linear scaling and GSGP systems are the basis for the large experimental phase explained
in chapter 5 on seven complex real-life applications. In the same chapter the readers
find also the commented results.
In chapter 6 we briefly present our conclusions and some consideration on further research directions.
In appendix A the reader has a useful recall the core concepts of the ESAGP techniques that can be considered, as extensively explained in chapter 3 an ancestor of the
equivalence classes in semantic GP. This appendix it’s an aid for the comprehension of
chapter 3.

Chapter 2

Introduction to genetic
programming
2.1

Genetic Programming

. l’header qui dice “list of figures” E’ un bug noto di questo templaet della tesi .. dopo
chiedo a Korenzo come lo ha risolto ...
In this section the Genetic Programming (GP) [21] techniques are introduced and their
main flavours and character presented.
The ideas at the heart of GP have been clearly connected to “machine intelligence” very
early by one the father of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Alan Turing was first mentioning
the possibility of using the concept of natural selection and evolution to build some
sort of intelligence in his seminal work titled “Computing machinery and intelligence”
already in 1950 [22]. This first formulation discusse the main steps, inspired from Charles
Darwin theory of evolution, that are common to all evolutionary algorithms EA not
excluding GP. Modern EA have been progressed until the point that we find documented
in literature numerous successful applications to real world problems. Many of these
have been defined by the scientific community “human competitive” [23], meaning that
the quality and originality of solutions synthesized by this class of algorithms are very
high and comparable to solutions proposed by humans. We easily find numerous lists
of practical applications embracing a wide variety of fields

1

where EAs have obtained

1
e.g. citation from [23]: “quantum computing circuits, analog electrical circuits, antennas, mechanical
systems, controllers, game playing, finite algebras, photonic systems, image recognition, optical lens
systems, mathematical algorithms, cellular automata rules, bioinformatics, sorting networks, robotics,
assembly code generation, software repair, scheduling, communication protocols, symbolic regression,
reverse engineering, and empirical model discovery”

7
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important results, this indicate that EAs methods are really general and thus can be
classified as full flagged AI methods.

2.1.1

Introduction to Genetic Programming

The Genetic Programming is framed within the broader family of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [3]. EAs are inspired by Darwin’s theory of evolution in its various aspects and, specifically for GP, on the iterative process based on reproduction, mutation,
competition and selection. In general, the EAs are methods of stochastic optimization
that aim to provide an approximation of the optimal solution where analytical methods
and deterministic algorithms are not applicable due to the complexity of the problem.
The process is iterated, starting from a population of candidate solutions, generated
by a random process, until an optimal solution is found or an alternative termination
condition, provided by the user, is reached. The initial population of solutions is evolved
by means of operators that give rise to subsequent generations of possible solutions, the
best individuals or the luckiest survive and produce offspring. Older individuals are
replaced by new ones in whole or in part.
Various EAs differ in the used operators and algorithms: in this work we present the
results and methods related to GP. It will be clear reading that, despite this first attempt,
the proposals may have wider application to the whole EAs family. One of the main
features of the GP is to output, as a result of the evolution, a real algorithm. From
sets of symbols specified, GP produces software that is also meaningful for humans.
Compared with other methods there is the advantage of having solutions that can be
fully understood and not simply used as a black-box: this also allows to use these models
as input in further optimization processes also directly by humans. Indeed in a black-box
approach, like for example the Artificial Neural Networks, even if we can use the model
to predict results the structure of the model itself it’s not understandable by humans,
and the real meaning of the model is lost.
As for the other AE is not necessary to provide a trace of the solution of the problem
a priori, indeed GP is a able to evolve programs improving results from generation to
generation without requiring any prior knowledge on the system that is under optimization. [24]
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Figure 2.1: Genetic Programming general cycle schema. The big arrows indicate
transitions to the next phase of the cycle starting at the top of the figure.

2.1.2

Main features

GP was designed to overcome some limitations of the Genetic Algorithms (for the GA,
see [25] ). In particular, where the GA provide a structure of the solution of predetermined length, the GP exceeds this limit proposing structures of variable length and
shape and increasing the complexity of the solutions which are subjected to the process
of adaptation [24]: shape and structure are thus emerging characteristics of the iterative process of optimization. In this way, GP explore promising individuals without
excluding a priori any possibility as is the case for GA [4] that uses solutions with fixed
length and structures. The structure types most commonly used in GP are trees, linear
chromosome and graph [4], this work consider tree structures, the most popular and
most studied, but many of the concepts are easily transferable to the other cases. The
tree structures are briefly described in section 2.1.3.
Figure 2.1 shows the generic GP cycle that iteratively produces refined solutions. At
the beginning of the trial there is an initialization phase that generates a new population of candidate solutions: there are several possible strategies in this phase, the most
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common are illustrated in section 2.1.5. In the next step parents of the next generation
are selected, those who have a better fitness are more likely to be chosen: the selection
process is stochastic and any individual in the population has the opportunity to participate in the subsequent process of reproduction. The fitness of an individual represents
its degree of adaptation to the environment, indeed we can say that the most suitable
will be selected with a greater frequency than the others.
Once the parents have been selected, the offspring is produced and a new generation is
born. For this purpose genetic operators are used. These are algorithms that, starting
from one or more parents, give life to different individuals. Among the most used operators generally we find mutation, which from a single individual gives rise to a different
version of the same and the crossover, which from different individuals, produce children,
incorporating, by inheritance, genetic material from all parents. Not all individuals are
subjected to these processes, the best one may be allowed to pass without modification
to subsequent generations, and in this case the process it is named reproduction, when
this privilege is granted systematically to the best individuals it is named elitism. Some
details on the genetic operators is provided in section 2.1.7.
The last cycle’s step in figure 2.1 is the evaluation of the candidate that are the offspring
of the parents. As in other supervised learning techniques the solutions are evaluated
against the test cases and the error is measured with respect to the desired output.
A fitness function summarizes the behaviour of each individual on the test cases by
assigning them a real value that represents the degree of desirability or adaptation to
the environment. This function may possibly incorporate other metrics, such as the size
of the solution or other aspects of the user intends to submit to the optimization process.
The fitness function is described briefly in section 2.1.4.
After assessing the fitness, and before starting over the cycle, the population of newly
created individuals may be subjected to a survival test. At this stage it is possible that
some individuals are immediately discarded based on some criteria. These filters are
another type of selection that is not usually connected directly to the performance of
the individual under consideration but rather to other characteristics, often structural
or morphological. In this work the survival of the individual is linked to their semantics.
The number of individuals in the population is often set at the beginning of the experiment and does not change during its development, if the surviving individuals are not
sufficient to arrive at such a number in place of the discarded offspring are used parents
or alternatively it is possible to proceed to create more individuals. At this point the
cycle of figure 2.1 start over beginning with the selection based on fitness. Every time
this cycle is iterated a new generation of candidate solutions is produced and is likely
they are better than the previous ones.
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GP solutions structures : the trees

Among the structures of variable complexity and morphology that have been adopted
for the genetic programming there are the trees.
Trees are made up of basic components, nodes and leaf, chosen respectively among two
disjoint set of symbols functional and terminal. The sets of symbols chosen must have
sufficient expressive power to represent solutions to the problem and, at the same time,
should not be extended unnecessarily to avoid a huge search space.

2.1.3.1

Functional symbols

In particular, the functional symbols 2.1 represent the operations that can be performed
on the input. The input of a function can be a terminal symbol or the output from
another function. The arithmetic and logical operators are often part of this set but
also instructions (e.g., an IF..THEN..ELSE) may be included in F .

F = {f1 , f2 , ..., fn }

(2.1)

The number of arguments of the functions represented by the symbols in F (arity) is
determined at the beginning and can be chosen from a minimum of one up to a maximum
which usually does not exceed the dimensionality of the input of test cases in the dataset
[4]. An important feature of the functions included in F is to be able to manage in a
consistent manner any of the possible inputs. The GP, as we have seen, constructs
candidate solutions through a stochastic process that has the potential to generate any
type of input for each of the functions in use. A significant example is that concerning
the arithmetic division: it is important to take care of division by zero. If we don’t desire
to stop the evaluation of such an individual we can establish a conventional output, for
example zero or a very large value. The choice of how to protect the operators, adopting
a modified version, it is left to the user, these choices are part of the system design :
this property is named closure of operators.

2.1.3.2

Terminal symbols

The terminal symbols 2.2 represent the input, the constants supplied to the system and
the functions of arity zero used for their side effects. Having always a null arity these
types of symbols are necessarily used as leaves of the tree representation.
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Figure 2.2: Expression 2.3 represented through two different parse trees.

T = {t1 , t2 , ..., tn }

2.1.3.3

(2.2)

Tree structures

The trees are the syntactic structure that represents the genome of each individual.
Internal nodes are all from the functional symbols set while the leaves are all taken from
the terminal symbols.
The parse tree that results is easy to understand and is flexible enough to solve regression
problems such as those addressed in this work, however it is not a turing-complete
approach, indeed it is not possible to have loops and recursions or explicitly address
memory areas, see [26] .
To tackle this problem have been produced a number of languages that, considering appropriate functions and structures other than trees, are able to evolve complete programs
with Turing-complete expressive power, such as the Push language and its evolutions
[27]. Although in this thesis only the parse trees have been considered they are suitable
for regression problems that are the centre of this work.
y = 2 ∗ x2 + x

(2.3)

In Figure2.2 the expression 2.3 is represented by two possible parse trees. The genetic
operators are able to operate on the structure of the trees to produce new specimens
from one or more parents. The choice of a particular type of structure also determines
the possibility of reaching different “near” structures configurations. Structures and
genetic operators determine the possible future evolutions but, due to their expressive
power, structures are not unambiguously related to semantic, indeed two syntactically
different individuals may have the same semantic. In other words, the phenotype can be
expressed through different genotypes . The selection mechanisms described previously
act taking into consideration the degree of adaptation of an individual, and therefore
its phenotype, while the genetic operators operate to ’blind’ on the structure of the
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genome reproducing the same dualism that is observed in nature: this difference is often
overlooked and is the origin of semantic techniques described in this work.

2.1.4

The fitness function.

The selection of individuals is made on the basis of their level of adaptation to the
environment and this is the fundamental concept on which a GP system is built. The
level of adaptation is evaluated by means of a fitness function. The fitness function is
not necessarily related to the specific problem that we are trying to solve and in any
case is the metric by which we measure the goodness of candidate solutions [28] . The
fitness function should reflect proportionally the magnitude of the improvement that has
taken place between an individual and the other in such a way that small improvements
correspond to small changes in fitness and that great improvements correspond to large
variations, in this case the fitness function is continuous. The paradigm of GP says
that fittest individuals will be more likely to reproduce, for this reason having a fitness
function designed meticulously is very important. Depending on the goals in the fitness
function can also be incorporated assessments of the quality of the solution in a broader
sense. For example, you can reward the compact size of the solutions (parsimony pressure
) or reward the novelty of a solution compared to the rest of the population (fitness
sharing ) etc.

2.1.4.1

Fitness function example in regression

This work deals mainly with regression problems, thus we show an example of fitness
function suitable for this purpose.
In the supervised learning framework there are a number of example form which the
system is learning, also called fitness cases. Writing this examples in the form of matrix 2.4 we have a generic line of inputs xm1 , xm2 , · · · , xmn that produce as output the
value ym


x11

x12

···

x1n

y1





 x21 x22 · · · x2n y2 


 .
..
..
.. 
..
 ..
.
.
.
. 


xm1 xm2 · · · xmn ym

(2.4)

In a regression task the problem is to find the function g such that ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , m we
have that g(xi1 , xi2 , · · · , xin ) = yi
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Each program in the population is therefore a function g giving as input the line X and
comparing the output result with the corresponding y.
In this case, a fitness function, f , may be the standard deviation in the equation 2.5.
v
um
uX
f = t (y(xi1 , xi2 , .., xin , ) − yi )2

(2.5)

i=1

There is not a unique way to properly define a fitness function so for example, also the
equation 2.6 is suitable.

f=

m
X
|(y(xi1 , xi2 , .., xin , ) − yi )2 |

(2.6)

i=1

Both functions are continue in the sense described above and represent the quality of
the solution found in a coherent manner.

2.1.5

Initialization

As can be seen from Figure 2.1 the first step in a GP system is to initialize the population.
There are various techniques normally used for this purpose but almost all are based on
the creation of random individuals.
The construction of the trees is done by randomly pulling sets F and T (equations 2.1 and
2.2), the extracted functional and terminals symbols are then used to build new trees.
Before proceeding we define two parameters that are widely used to characterize the
shape of the trees. We define as depth or level of a node the number of nodes that must
be crossed to reach him from the root of the tree. One of the most important parameters
is precisely the maximum allowable depth in the tree. Another simple parameter is the
maximum number of nodes that can be added to the tree. By modulating these variables
it is possible to determine the shape of trees that are created, with forms ranging from
the bush to the more elongated and threadlike.
If we consider individuals in the population as representing points in the solution space
the hope is that different shapes and size of the trees are able to sample large areas, or
at least heterogeneous areas, of this space to enhance te probability of achieving a good
solution. It is assumed, therefore, that a greater variety of the genome is a desirable
feature of the general population and even more for the initial population.
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For this reason, when the population is initialized, individuals who are syntactically
identical are generally removed to leave room for different genetic material [29] : in fact,
with small trees or a limited number of symbols, the probability that two random trees
are in fact the same is not remote.

2.1.5.1

Initialization methods: grow and full

The initialization technique called grow starts assigning a functional symbol extracted
at random to the root of the tree and proceeds, extracting indifferently terminal symbols
and functional ones, until the predetermined maximum depth is reached.
When is extracted a terminal symbol the growth of the branch stops and the process
continue with another branch until exhaustion. Once the maximum depth is reached a
terminal symbol is extracted in order to be sure to not cross that limit. The shape of
these trees is irregular indeed the branches often have very different depth. The method
full uses only functional symbols until the maximum level is reached and then terminate
the branch with a terminal symbol. The trees constructed in this way have all branches
of the same depth and are therefore more regular and with greater number of nodes.

2.1.5.2

Ramped Half-and-Half Method

Among the various methods of initialization one of the most used is Ramped Half-andHalf. Once the maximum depth has been established, the population is divided equally
among the lengths between 1 and MAXD2 .

2.1.6

Selection

After passing the evaluation through fitness function each program has its own assessment. It is in the selection process that the most deserving individuals are more likely
to reproduce.
For this reason there are several algorithms that assign to every individual of the population the likelihood of becoming a parent and thus have the ability to transmit their
genes to the next generation.
The used selection technique is important because it determines the speed with which
the population converges towards a solution. If the selection pressure is too high you
may experience the phenomenon of premature convergence. Excessive pressure makes
2

MAXD is only a conventional name used in this work not a universal denomination.
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only the genome relatively more suitable to have the chance to reproduce, in a few
generations the other genomes are lost with the result that the opportunity to improve
performance through a sexual reproduction are very scarce and the progress of optimization is stopped prematurely. On the other hand a selection pressure too bland does
not allow the stabilization of the best solutions and the evolution proceeds too slowly
or stops altogether [28]. Among the main selection algorithms are Fitness Proportional
Selection, Ranking Selection, Tournament Selection. Tournament Selection is described
in some detail in the next section because served as the standard starting point for the
experiments presented in this work.

2.1.6.1

Tournament selection

In tournament selection competition for reproduction is not extended to the entire population, but is contained within a subset. Among the participants in the tournament
the winners are those with the best fitness. These individuals are allowed to reproduce
by replacing the losers. The number of individuals participating in each tournament
is called size and the tournaments are repeated with participants drawn at random
from the population

3

until a sufficient number of parents to generate the programmed

progeny is reached. The minimum size of the tournament is obviously two adjusting this
parameter it is possible to increase or decrease the selection pressure: indeed the larger
the size the less is the probability that scarce individuals can become parents.

2.1.7

Genetic operators

By means of genetic operators individuals in the population are transformed into others
thus exploring the solution space. There are many genetic operators variants but they
can be roughly classified into three main families: reproduction, crossover, mutation.
The reproduction is the trivial case in which the individuals selected are copied without
changes in the next generation. The other two types are described in the following
sections.

2.1.7.1

Crossover

The crossover genetic operators type construct a new individual by exchanging genetic
material of the parents. Generally, two sub-trees are chosen, one for each parent, and
then they are exchanged, see figure 2.3. The choice of the exchanged sub-trees is a
peculiar characteristic of each different crossover algorithm. In the more traditional
3

The individuals from the population are then placed back with each new draw.
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Figure 2.3: The crossover genetic operator exchange sub-trees between the parents
at the crossover points.

procedure sub-trees are simply chosen at random. In this last case, since the number of
leaves is larger than the number of internal nodes of the tree, you may choose to alter
the random process in order to facilitate the extraction of an internal nodes thus having
more chance of radical changes in the trees structures.

2.1.7.2

Mutation

The mutation operator introduces completely new genetic material into the population,
this material is not coming from other individuals. Even in this case there are several
algorithms like for example sub-tree mutation. This operator will replace a node of the
tree chosen at random with a sub-tree generated using one of the methods discussed in
the section 2.1.5 about initialization. Usually the maximum length of the new sub-tree
is supplied as a parameter. Other mutation operators examples are swap mutation that
swaps two randomly chosen sub-trees and point mutation that replaces a single node of
the tree with a symbol of the same arity.
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Introducing Genetic Programming Open Problems

In this section we give an overview of the issues that arise in genetic programming
still representing a challenge both from a theoretical and practical point if view. The
phenomenons illustrated here are typical of GP, e.g. the bloat issue, but also more
general, like the diversity problem affecting all the Evolutionary Algorithms, or the
overfitting, this last one being a problem common to machine learning techniques in
general.
The themes introduced in this section are strictly related to the experiments’ results
presented in this work indeed we are tackling also these important issues. Starting from
a theoretical framework we arrive, as expected, to results that influence positively both
bloat and overfitting problems giving some hints on the importance of diversity in GP
populations. In this section we just introduce definitions within a general overview while
we deepen the analysis of our contribution in chapter 3.

2.2.1

Bloat

The bloat phenomenon is challenging and also far from a complete comprehension: it
is still an open problem. We introduce this issue with specific reference to the trees
solutions’ structure introduced in section 2.1.3 but the reader should consider that bloat
happens also with other structures. At some point in the evolution of the GP system the
number of nodes of the trees may begin to grow in a manner no more proportional to the
improvement of fitness: it is at this stage that bloat appears. The trees normally start
from a size determined a priori by the user which may be too small to give a satisfactory
solution, so some growth of the trees is natural and desirable, as we pointed out in
section 2.1.1, indeed it is just to allow the growth of the complexity of the solutions that
GP paradigm has been developed.
Excessive growth of the trees, however, poses several problems. From a computational
point of view the task quickly becomes intractable, in fact the amount of computing
resources consumed for the evaluation of each individual is likely to become excessive.
But there is also another problem, the intelligibility of the solutions by a human user:
indeed one of the advantages of GP over other machine learning techniques

4

is to

provide solutions that are not black boxes but fully analysable models where relationships
between the variables are explained clearly by evolved algorithms or equations.
By increasing the size of the program, however, the solutions’ semantics becomes proportionally more difficult to understand until it is lost completely for the human user
4

See, for example, the models provided by the neural networks that are difficult to interpret.
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when it gets too large. In this manner one of the great advantages that the GP is able
to offer is lacking.
Although there are several methods to reduce or simplify the dimension of the solutions,
especially for logic or symbolic regression domains, this approach is not always effective
or it is not possible at all in other domains. We observe bloat when the growth of the
solution complexity is non-functional to performance improvement [17] .
We now briefly review some of the theories found in literature addressing this problem
introducing the key concepts.
In a first hypothesis the bloat can be attributed to the emergence and proliferation of
code in the trees that remains neutral, i.e. it does not contribute in any way to determine
the fitness. Knots or whole branches that, if removed from the tree, lead to no change
in the performance of the algorithm. Such code segments in the tree are referred to
as introns by analogy with the biological system based on DNA where the non-coding
sequences of nucleic acids are denominated precisely introns. These sequences may be
inactive on test cases that are being used but may become active on different inputs
resulting in the degradation of the performance of generalization of the model found.[30]
.
In [31] we find a schematic characterization of the Code of introns divided into categories
that are more or less neutral in their behaviour with respect to the input or the crossover
operator (as defined in section 2.1.7):

• Segments of code where the intervention of the crossover does not change the
program behaviour for any input belonging to the problem domain
• Segments of code where the intervention of the crossover does not change the
program behaviour for any of the fitness cases in use.
• segments of code that can not contribute to fitness, and where each of the nodes
can be replaced with a NOP

5

without affecting the output given an input in the

problem domain .
• code segments that do not contribute to the fitness and where each of the nodes
can be replaced with a NOP without affecting the output given as the input the
actual fitness cases.

Among the first explanations attempt there is the theory of protection against destructive
crossover [32]. Since the genetic operators act blindly with respect to the fitness there
5

No-Operation
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is an high probability that a block of working code is destroyed after a crossover affected
that block.[31] Introns would thus be an emerging phenomenon to protect code fragments
of high value from destruction. If a crossover takes place in one of the code fragments
belonging to an intron semantics of the surviving structures is preserved without damage.
In this sense, the introns increases the probability that the crossover is able to capture
sub-expressions without damaging the useful parts.
The removal bias theory [33] observe that the inactive code is mainly located close to
the leaves of the tree. In this way if a crossover occurs in that area the average length
of code segments removed will be lower than the replacements generating longer trees
. Moreover, given that the crossover occurred in an area of inactive code is more likely
that the fitness of the parent is transmitted to the offspring. These facts therefore benefit
the trees longer that have been created in this way, indeed those who have suffered a
crossover in the areas closest to the root have generally suffered greater damage and
although they are on average shorter will also have a worse fitness. This ultimately
would explain the constant proliferation of trees increasingly longer.
Another theory of interest is the one that ascribe to the nature of the solutions search
space the bloat [34]. It starts from the prediction that above a certain individuals size
fitness distribution does not correlate any more with dimensions. This means that there
are many more versions of ’long’ programs that have a certain fitness, and therefore the
probability of sampling a long program is higher than sampling a shorter one. Given this
premise, with time, the length of the programs sampled progressively increases simply
because they are more numerous.
The latest theory we consider here is the crossover bias theory [35]. It is shown in [36]
that the limit distribution of the lengths of the programs affected only by crossover

6

approaches that of Lagrange distribution of the second order. In this distribution, the
small programs are much more frequent than large ones. If we apply the selection based
on fitness at this point the small programs will be systematically discarded because
too small trees have a reduced fitness, and larger trees will be systematically favoured.
Iterating this process the average size of the selected programs increases generating the
phenomenon of bloat.

2.2.2

Overfitting

A general definition of overfitting valid for the machine learning techniques in general is
the following, from [37]:
6

standard sub-tree crossover with uniform selection of the points of application
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“Given a space of hypotheses H a hypothesis h inH is overfitting to trainign data if
there is any other alternative hypothesis h0 inH, such that h has an error smaller than
h0 on test cases but that h0 has in turn an error smaller than h on the whole distribution
of cases” [37].
The overfitting phenomenon has often been associated with the bloat explained in section
2.2.1. The size of the solutions grows and their complexity increases: in this way it is
possible that the program incorporates data from the training set rather than learning
a theory of general validity. In accordance with the principle of minimum length of the
assumptions, see e.g. [18] , there is general consensus that the assumptions that require
less information to be encoded are also the best ones. It is believed that the simplest
solutions are able to generalize better and resist more effectively to noise. However,
recently it has been shown that the overfitting phenomenon can occur independently
from the bloat. With the new technique of operator equalization and its variants in [38]
is shown that, although the bloat is effectively controlled in the proposed experiments,
overfitting still occurs.

2.2.3

Diversity

Diversity of genotype and phenotype is a key concept of evolutionary algorithms and
the GP is not an exception. The evolutionary process is often characterized by a loss of
diversity with the progress of generations. It happens often that the solution is the result
of the mixing of the genes of an elite, even very restricted, coming from progenitors at
the generation zero [39].
This genetic poverty may prevent the finding of solutions really different from the few
already present in the population, and thus to escape from a fitness landscape local
optimum. The loss of genetic diversity in a population trapped in a local optimum is
called the premature convergence. The phenomenon of premature convergence characterizes also other evolutionary algorithms, but it was thought that the variable-length
structure of the GP solutions was sufficient to ensure adequate variability: the problem still persists. The variable-length structure, like that of a tree, also introduces an
additional level of complexity that resides in the broken relationship between syntax
and semantics. In fact, the link between syntactic diversity and semantic differences in
GP is typically more complex and can be summed up in the fact that structures also
significantly different in reality may have the same semantics [11] .
Two different approaches have been developed to tackle the diversity problem: the first
is the older one and look for syntactic diversity neglecting the semantic of the programs
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itself that, instead, is the core of the second approach. In [40] a review of the most used
methods is found.
Recently, moving forward from the literature presented here an entire new class of semantic approaches have been developed, these works are strictly related to this thesis
and will be presented in chapter 3.

2.2.3.1

Genotype Diversity

Realizing the importance that the diversity of the population could play in the evolutionary process Koza ([29] ) himself defined the concept of variety as the percentage of
individuals who do not have an exact duplicate somewhere else in the population. To
measure structural similarity have been developed alternative strategies.
Many types of edit-distance have been defined: the use of this type of distance is inherited
from GA where a typical example of this measure is the Hamming distance. In GP
other types of distances have been established, measuring how many primitives needed
for transforming a tree to another. Given a table with the cost of the primitive the
procedure continues by calculating the cost of this transformation, and then the relative
distance between two trees. These measures are necessarily more complex than those
used on fixed length GA linear structures.
Among the various definitions there is the Levenshtein distance, and others that were
defined by aligning the common parts of trees and by scoring the differences: in all cases
a similarity value is computed on the basis of the differences between individual nodes
[41] [42],[43].
There are also measures based on sub-trees, subtree-distance, where the difference between two individuals is given by the number of common sub-trees among them [44].
Finally in the aforementioned [39] the genome that is actively contributing to the population is tracked down to the original individuals allowing the calculation of the population diversity. The more individuals contributed to that genome the more diversity
score increases.

2.2.3.2

Phenotype diversity: investigating semantic.

More recently new approaches in literature give more importance to the difference in
the behaviour of candidate solutions rather than mere structural one. As has been
mentioned before in section 2.1.3, the introduction of variable-length structures, such as
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trees, has led to the possibility that structurally different individuals actually represent
the same behaviour, see for a simple example Figure 2.2.
A new perspective on diversity is therefore to measure the differences in the programs
behaviour to maximize the number of strategies that the GP is browsing before converging towards the optimal one. Having in the population, for the longest period possible,
a large number of different strategies obviously maximizes the probability to explore the
best strategy and not get stuck in a local maximum. Applying this practice means to
characterize and compare the phenotypes present in the population through the investigation and representation of semantics of programs represented by trees.
In [11], is shown that a population structurally different, which does not admit duplicates
from the structural point of view, in reality does not guarantee the variety of observable
behaviours and strategies. Special techniques have been developed specifically to address
this problem. The work presented in this thesis starts from this need.

2.2.4

Semantic in Genetic Programming

A recent trend in GP is to characterize individuals not only using the structure of the
tree that encodes them, but also looking at shown behaviour. What is desirable, in the
end, is the variety of exhibited behaviours . As we saw in section 2.2.3, ensuring the
structural diversity does not ensure differences in behaviour. Various structures may in
fact encode for the same behaviour, this is a rather common eventuality [4].
We may notice also that attempts to expand the range of behaviours by increasing the
trees size turns out to be very inefficient, see [45], this once again confirms the need for
specific strategies that don’t relay on genotype evaluation.
Although the GP allows multiple mappings between genotype and phenotype, the selection, normally operated in the GP, will reward a specific pair phenotype-genotype significantly depleting the available genetic potential. A single genotype-phenotype couple
will eventually prevail over all others in a way too fast, see also [39]. Usually performance with better fitness are associated to experiments preserving a high diversity in
phenotypes and fitness entropy (see equation 2.7)[5].
The evaluation of the phenotype must necessarily be based on the functionality of the
individuals rather than on their structure, a static evaluation it’s not enough to capture
the behaviours. For this reason fitness homogeneity is used to determine phenotype
variability the in the population. A more uniform distribution of the fitness in a certain
range would also indicate a uniform distribution of phenotypes. [6]
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Considering this principle the population diversity is also measured by calculating the
fitness entropy. In the context of GP this entropy represents the degree of disorder of
the population and has been defined in [7] as:

E(P ) = −

X

pk ∗ log pk

(2.7)

k

In this case the whole population has been divided among k classes based on fitness
value and pk is the proportion of individuals belonging to class k .
Such measures, however, is not particularly precise because individuals with similar
fitness can actually reach that same result by adopting different strategies, and on the
contrary, have two fitness rather distant even if their strategy is quite similar: for this
reason using directly the fitness to measure the distance between two individuals is not
very accurate.
More recent attempts try to obtain a more precise semantic measure. Trying to establish
the semantics of an individual without access to its fitness function, there was a return to
a type of structural analysis: an attempt was made to find a normal form the irreducible
structure of individuals so that the genotype could be linked with his phenotype without
ambiguities. Finding the normal forms for programs strictly depends on the considered
application domain, thus at a certain extent, universal validity of this method it is
compromised. Attempts of this kind are for example those in [13],[10]. In this case,
the domain of Boolean functions is considered and the canonical representation used
is called ROBDD (reduced ordered binary decision diagram). Once an individual has
been reduced to its equivalent diagram is easy to check if there is a correspondence
to other individuals in the population and so dealing with two syntactically different
representation of the same semantics. Again the aim is to preserve the diversity within
the population during the evolution and in this case it is used a modified version of
crossover (SDC) that discard the generated offspring if it is semantically equivalent to
the parents. This approach prevents returning to explore already sampled areas of the
solutions space , or more precisely prevents to propose a solution already exploited.
Another study in the boolean domain exploits the semantics to investigate the nature
of the sub-trees in the population [8]. Even in this case fitness is not accessed to determine the semantics but rather the procedure builds the truth table corresponding to the
Boolean function in the sub-tree. This study determined the existence of a large proportion of fixed sub-trees that, if addressed in the crossover, can not generate the target
function because their output is completely or in part independent of the input. This
lead to conclude that a large proportion of the crossover is unproductive from the point
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of view of semantic solution space exploration , in agreement with the results already
shown in [13].
An interesting development in the measurement of semantics is among the most recent,
see eg [9], and associate the semantics of the individuals with the resulting vector from
the evaluations of the fitness cases in the training set.
The study of semantics has been applied to various stages of GP aiming to promote
diversity in order to increase the probability of finding the optimal solution. Despite
the common purpose, the techniques used are very different from each other also in
relationship to the application domains.
Semantic analysis has been applied to different point of the evolutionary process, below
is given a brief review ordered by application phases: initialization, selection and during
genetic operators application. We illustrate the general research directions and some
detail that is significant to this thesis.

2.2.4.1

Semantic analysis during initialization

As already mentioned the purpose of semantics in the initialization is to provide a
starting population with the widest possible behaviour variability. For example in [10]
are considered the initializations in two domains, Boolean one and Artificial Ant. The
employed methods include the use of ROBDD for the Boolean domain, while for the
Artificial Ant was considered the moves sequence oriented on the grid as semantic indicator. During initialization the new individuals are constructed using growth algorithm
starting from a nucleus trying to avoid behaviour already present in the population,
7:

it is not allowed to add behaviour identical to the population. It has been shown

that the distribution of the programs in the search space has a noticeable impact on the
performance of the algorithm, although the influence is positive or negative depending
on the test problem considered. A similar attempt to improve algorithm performances
improving the initialization phase has been implemented in [11], in this case it was
considered the domain of regression as well as navigation (artificial ant and maze navigation). The output of programs was used like semantic indicator, thus having a more
general approach than that used ROBDD. Also in this case the behaviour duplicates
were not allowed. The results are encouraging and show an increase in the fitness of the
evolutionary process for the initialized semantically populations.
7

a variant in the same work uses instead the FULL method to generate the individuals of a certain
complexity
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Semantic in selection

During the evolution phase, at selection time, a similar idea is to filter out or not admit
to the next stage breeding that show a similar semantics to individuals already present
in population, see for example [12] and [13] .
The idea of selecting individuals for mating relaying on semantics is less present in
the literature. One example is [14] that shows how to increase the genetic variability
by preventing the coupling of individuals with the same fitness, thus having beneficial
results, other example are more related to Geometric Semantic Genetic Programming
and are introduced in chapter 3, where we discuss methods that directly manipulate
semantics during crossover phases.

2.2.4.3

Semantic genetic operators.

Attempts to use semantic to improve the performance of the genetic operators are the
more numerous. Usually these methods establish the semantic properties of the subtrees from two individuals trying to figure out which is the best location to perform
crossover.
In particular,the semantic values of the sub-trees designated for crossover are calculated
using techniques similar to those described previously, based on these values the crossover
proceed or a new attempt is made.
Among the proposal the ones exchanging sub-trees with similar semantics to maintain a
certain operator locality having a more gradual dynamic evolution, see e.g. [9]. Opposite
to this there is the proposal to proceed only in case the sub-trees are semantically
different to promote a more extensive semantic search, the results of these opposite
tendencies are compared in [15]. There is also the intermediate proposal that selects subtrees semantically different but nonetheless within a certain threshold, which according
to the comparisons presented in [16], turns out to be the most promising.
There is also a semantic version of the mutation operator. Similar considerations that
hold for initialization about difficulty of creating a new behaviour are valid also in
mutation. In this case the semantics is used to ensure that the new mutation produce
changes in the program leading to a truly new behaviour in the population, in this
regard, see [46] .
Interesting genetic operators able to directly manipulate the semantic of the solutions
are the methods proposed by the Geometric Semantic Genetic Programming that we
feel are more connected to this thesis and are presented with some details in chapter 3.

Chapter 3

Research Contribution
3.1

More on open problems and semantic Genetic Programming

In chapter 2.2 we introduced the reader to evolutionary techniques and specifically to
Genetic Programming (GP). We already explored open issues related to GP in section 2.2
and now we introduce literature that is more connected to our point of view, addressing
the themes that we are tackling within this thesis. Indeed, in this chapter, with the
help of related literature, we focus on specific themes clarifying the problems themselves
and then we further discuss similarities and differences among our proposals and the
literature.
In particular there is a category of methodologies that is able to directly manipulate the
semantic of a solution during sexual reproduction pushing towards the desired target.
These techniques use special versions of crossover that are able to determine an average
semantic between two others. In the next section, 3.1.1, we are going to explain how
this has been accomplished and why is connected to our contribution in this thesis.
Another important related works is our previous investigation on semantic techniques
(ESAGP algorithm) that introduces some of the concepts that we are going to generalize
and extensively explore here, see section 3.1.2.
Finally, in section 3.2, we introduce our proposal as a general framework discussing
the relationships with the literature. A more formal description of our proposal with
detailed algorithms is in chapter 4.
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Geometric Semantic Genetic Programming

We consider the semantic space already introduced in [8] and [9] where the semantic of
a program is the vector whose elements are obtained evaluating every fitness case in the
→, −
→, ..., −
training set. If we call such set X = {−
x
x
x→}, in a symbolic regression context, a
1

2

n

−
GP individual is a function or program P that, for each vector →
xi in X returns the scalar
→
−
−
→
−
→
→), ..., P (−
value P ( x ). We define semantics of P the vector s = [P (x ), P (−
x
x→)]. This
i

P

1

2

n

vector can be represented as a point in an n-dimensional metric space, that is generally
called semantic space where the well known properties characterizing a metric space
hold thus having defined a distance d with the usual properties:
d(sPi , sPj ) ≥ 0
d(sPi , sPj ) = 0 ⇔ sPi = sPj
d(sPi , sPj ) = d(sPj , sPi )
d(sPi , sPj ) + d(sPj , sPk ) ≥ d(sPi , sPk )
(3.1)

Differently from the syntactic or genotypic space, where individuals are represented by
programs, the semantic space give a numerical representation that is strictly related
to the program behaviours during the test. In this scenario the syntax of the selected
representations doesn’t matter any more and the genetic operators designed in this space
are almost independent from such phenotipic details. The purest form of this operators
has been introduced by Moraglio et al. in [19] and named Geometric Semantic Genetic
Programming (GSGP).
While each program has only one semantics, as already discussed in section 2.2.3.2,the
mapping between the semantic space and the genotypic space is in general not a bijection,
→
−
because several programs can have the same semantics. The target vector t , defined
→
−
as t = [t1 , t2 , ..., tn ] and containing the respective expected output, is a point in the
semantic space. In general, the objective of GP is to find at least one program in the
→
−
genotypic space that maps into t in the semantic space.
The really interesting point in GSGP methods is that the genetic operators are not
blindly directing evolution of the individuals as the traditional operators do, instead
they are reaching a known in advance point in the semantic space. Given the parents,
the crossover operator is targeting an individual that is on the segment between its
parents under the metric d while the mutation guarantee that its results stay in the ball
of radius r again considering the metric d.
Segments and balls in the semantic space S are defined like in the following points:
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• the ball B centred in point x ∈ S is
B(x; r) = {y ∈ S|d(x, y) ≤ r}
• a point m on the segment between x, y ∈ S is
[x, y] = {m ∈ S|d(x, m) + d(m, y) = d(x, y)}
We repeat here the GSGP mutation and crossover operators definitions:
Definition 1 (Geometric Semantic Crossover). Considered two parents Programs P1 , P2 :
Rn → R the resulting program is Px = (P1 · Pr ) + ((1 − Pr ) · P2 ) where Pr : Rn → [0, 1]
is a random program.
Definition 2 (Geometric Semantic Mutation). Considered a single Program P : Rn → R
the mutation operator produce a new mutated Program Pm = P + ms · (Pr1 − Pr2 ) where
Pr1 , Pr2 : Rn → R are a random programs and ms ∈ R is a mutation step.
→
−
Being in GSGP the distance of a program P from the target t also its fitness we have a
perfect fitness distance correlation so inducing a unimodal fitness landscape very easy to
search or better to descend until the target. Moreover the offspring from the crossover is
constrained in a predefined space, the segments between the parents, so, from definition
1, it’s easy to argue that the offspring’s semantic is never worse then the worst of the
parents. Slightly different considerations holds for the mutation operator since in the
original version (Moraglio et al. [19]) showed in definition 2 the radius of the semantic
ball, where the mutation is free to arrive, it’s not constrained by a maximum range.
Vanneschi et al. in [47] and Gonçalves et al. in [48] stress the analysis on this point
arriving at the conclusions, supported by the experimental evidence, that limiting the
mutation to a maximum radius help generalization: indeed the geometrical properties
of the semantic operators holds independently of the semantic space, during training
or test session, so having a maximum worsening rate for the mutation and a guarantee
of not worsening for the crossover give to GSGP a good generalization property when
presenting to the model unseen test data. The good generalization ability of GSGP is
further analyzed in [48] and a part of this property is attributed to the character of GSGP
of reproducing to some extent the mechanism of ensemble learning. From definition 1 is
evident that GSGP crossover is a linear combination of models approximating the target
so having a common strategies with ensemble learning techniques. Ensemble learning
has the proved quality of a good generalization thus, probably, this characteristic also
contribute to the interesting performances of GSGP.
As one can easily observe form definitions 1 and 2 the offspring resulting from GSGP
genetic operators is always bigger than the parents and, in particular, we notice that
crossover output a program that incorporates the whole structure of both parents thus
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resulting in an exponential growth of the program sizes during the evolution. To overcome this problem a compressed representations of the trees has been developed. As an
example in [49], [50] and [51] we found efficient implementations of the GSGP operators
that permits the fast evolutions of a solution as well as the use of the final model to
calculate output of the model on previously unknown input, despite its structure has an
exponential size. Because of this GSGP still remain a sort of black box approach. To
get over this last problem numerous hybrid approaches have been developed that use
the GSGP approach but just to a limited portion of the program structures. In these
approaches the genetic operators substitutes sub-trees in the parents with others different trees having the desired semantics determined as one intermediate between parents
sub-trees or as an optimal semantic with respect to the target, i.e. the sub-tree with the
semantic values that make the whole tree to compute the target in all the training cases.
Examples of literature that follows this research directions, introducing semantic-aware
search operators with geometry built-in, are[52], [53], [54], [55], [20] [56] where often
the optimal sub-tree semantics is calculated using a back-propagation algorithm.In the
GSGP methods described here or in the semantics methods we analyzed in section 2.2.4
we find issues related to the effectiveness at exploring new semantics and solutions. In
2.2.4 we already described methods that try to prevent offspring too semantically similar
to their parents and also in GSGP framework, in general, still persist this problem: the
neutrality of the offspring. In other words, also the innovative semantic methods presented here have a probability of producing new individuals with the same semantics of
the parents [57] and, while it is believed that a certain amount of neutral code, see section 2.2.1, in GP is necessary to the evolution, see for example [58], the GSGP techniques
try to reach a good balance avoiding redundant solutions and maximizing exploration of
the solution space. A good example of how this problem has been tackled is [54] where
the geometric genetic operators are also “semantically-effective” meaning that there is
a guarantee that the offspring is different from both the parents. Preventing duplicate
semantics within parents and offspring looks in general beneficial from the point of view
of the performance in the final model usually resulting in model with reduced errors at
least in the training phase. Another important consideration, relevant to the geometric
approach, is that the initial semantic distributions of the populations are very important
because the geometric crossover produces offspring that is in the convex hull of the actual
population. With the generations the convex hull will collapse eventually to a point, but
if the target is not in the convex hull since the beginning the algorithm can not converge
to the target. The geometric mutation can move independently from the actual convex
hull mitigating this problem, but it is clear that many geometric implementation could
suffer form this problem and indeed Gonçalves et al. [48] have experimented, with good
results, GP algorithms where only the mutation is allowed and an Hill Climber with
bounded and unbounded mutation operators. Geometric approaches have the capacity
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of exploiting effectively the semantics already discovered but they could suffer from the
pointy of view of exploration. Also our previous work [2] had one of the focus points on
the semantic diversity. It was introducing for the first time an interesting methods based
on semantic angles to measure diversity, this works is extensively discussed in section
3.1.2. The concept of semantic angle as diversity measure has been subsequently used in
[59] where we find a comparison with other techniques to preserve diversity. Angular diversity results to be always beneficial in conjunction with both traditional and geometric
genetic operators. The performance are always enhanced but the same results doesn’t
hold if the diversity is measured with a usual metrics respecting properties 3.1. Indeed
traditional metrics maintain diversity at the cost of reducing optimization in the final
stages of the evolution. Consider that while the GP cycle push the population towards
the targets, the distance among the solutions is reduced till the points that they are too
near each other, and many useful optimization are rejected. This situation is avoided
using angular diversity because even if the solution are very near each other from the
point of view, for example, of the euclidean distance the angle among solutions doesn’t
vary in the reference system centered on the target, like explained in [2] and after in
[59].

3.1.2

ESAGP

The idea of directly manipulating individuals to obtain a specific semantic result is also
present in our previous work [2], where two optimally aligned individuals in the error
space are combined into a new one that approximates the target, using a method called
Error Space Alignment Genetic Programming (ESAGP). We give the details to the
interested reader in appendix A that is a useful complements also for the comprehension
of this section.
ESAGP can be seen as one of the attempt to reduce the problem of the exponential bloat
that we observe using pure geometric operators. We already seen such attempts in the
previous section (3.1.1) indeed in [52], [53], [54], [55], and [56] we observe techniques that
use the geometry in such a way to avoid the bloat phenomenon limiting the application
of the crossover to subtrees or just approximate a geometric output.
ESAGP syetm it is built around the concept of error space, that can be seen as a
semantic space centered or translated in to the point representing the semantic of the
target, that, this way, become the center of this new reference system.The error vector of
−
−
→ →
a GP individual P is the vector −
e→
P = sP − t . But ESAGP it’s geometric in a different
way compared with GSGP like techniques, the geometrical step it’s applied only once at
the end of the evolutionary process to produce the target approximation while during
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the evolution the system try to find individuals spanning a semantic subspace that
include the origin of the system (the target). The generalized version of ESAGP called
µ−ESAGP need µ + 1 semantics or individuals. The first µ should represent linearly
independent vectors while the last one is already in the sub-space spanned by the first
µ vectors.
To be clear µ-ESAGP try to linearly combine semantics of few individuals (one or two
in [2]) calculating intermediate points on the segments connecting these semantics such
that the last linear combination in this chain give as result the desired target. In the
simple case we consider, as an example, the semantic error space of just one dimension,
this means that we want to find two individuals in the population that have semantics
aligned with the target or , equivalently, two semantics such that their error vectors stay
in the same subspace. Thus ESAGP can be formulated as a liner algebra system that
shows the alignment conditions of the semantic vectors and theirs intermediate points,
see equation 3.2.

M A × M X = MB

(3.2)

The explicit matricial form of equation 3.2 is shown in 3.3 .
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In equation 3.3 the MX entries Ip1 · · · Ipn−1 are the intermediate semantic points calculated to have a good alignment while the last entry of MX is the target itself, the last
point obtained with the chain of linear combinations. The MB elements p~1 · · · p~n are the
semantic points representing individuals in the populations and the final entry, P~c , is
the one whose error ePc is linearly dependent upon the previous epi ones. Thanks to this
closing point (P~c ), using the alignment matrix MA , we can calculate the explicit formula
of the target and solve with respect to the ki unknown coefficients. Matrix MA represent
the proportion, with respect to the segment connecting semantic points, where the next
intermediate point is going to be placed, so it could be considered an alignment matrix.
For the details of how calculate the ki coefficient in the case of one or two dimension the
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reader can consult Appendix A, but the principle used there of course remain valid for
the more general case shown here.
Using the formulation of equation 3.3 we can express, differently from [2], a generic
algorithm to solve the regression problem in the semantic space.
Algorithm 1 Naive subspace saturation algorithm.
sub space vector base = ∅
repeat
p := generate new individual()
−
if →
ep is a linear combination of S
error vectors −
e→
pi ∈ sub space vector base then
MB = sub space vector base p
use MA × MX = MB to approximate the target
return
else
S
sub space vector base = sub space vector base p
end if
until TRUE
In algorithm 1 new individuals are generated continuously with the aim of constructing
a vector base spanning a subspace, in the error space, if the new individual’s error e~p
is linearly independent from the all the previous errors vectors then we can add it to
the base spanning the subspace, MB , otherwise we can directly use equation 3.3 to
approximate the target and the search process is concluded. From this point of view
algorithm 1 looks similar to a novelty search process [60] using angular distance as
novelty criterion.
Despite the number of independent possible vectors in the base is at most equal to the
number of dimension of the semantic space (usually a tractable number), this way of
proceeding is not feasible in practice without specific precautions. Practical issues in
using algorithm 1 are the computational complexity and the numerical stability of the
procedures. Indeed to find the actual values of the ki it is necessary to solve symbolically
the last entry of MX , the target, but this expression of course grows exponentially in
its complexity. We want to keep as low as possible the complexity of the final linear
combination: we reach this goal combining at most a dozens of individuals. At the same
time all the complexity is migrating in the calculation of the intermediate points in MX ,
where the size of the expressions is almost doubling every time we solve a successive
entry in the MX column, in a process resembling the geometric crossovers. Moreover
establishing the independence of a vector from a subspace can become not trivial if the
subspace counts thousands of vectors. These drawbacks have been tackled effectively in
[2] where, using the same theoretical framework, a different algorithm, exploiting GP,
has been shown to be effective in solving some real life problem.
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Having highlighted the critical points in algorithm 1 we now show why this new perspective on ESAGP framework is interesting for this thesis. GP theoreticians and practitioners have been always interested in the so called building blocks as a mechanism for
GP to reuse useful knowledge and gradually evolve toward a good solution. Different
definitions of building blocks, often based on syntactic properties of the solutions, have
been considered in the literature. At the same time, genetic operators with different level
of awareness regarding the existence of these useful blocks, have been implemented or
analyzed. Different crossover operators have been developed with the aim of preserving
useful blocks and, at the same time, developing the ability of combining them in new
solutions. Starting from the early attempts [61] passing through several investigations,
for example [62],[63],[64], [65], [66] ,[67],[68], we arrive at actualization of the building
blocks concept in the semantic GP framework for example in [8] where you can find
interesting references also to other papers on this subject. Building blocks have been
always conceived mainly as constituent of a single individual in the population. In this
classical view useful building blocks are incorporated in the individuals improving their
performances, the focus stays on the single solution even if the population has often been
seen as source of such blocks. An interesting example, developing the building block scenario in the context of GSGP, is [53] where the crossover operator try to identify and
preserve the building blocks. Indeed in that work they identify homologous regions of
the parents using a structural analysis and use GSGP techniques so that the offspring
can substitutes that functional block with another one converging to a convenient semantics, in other words they are identifying building blocks in the sub-trees structure
and manipulate them to converge to a desired result. From the formulation analyzed
above, equation 3.3 and algorithm 1, ESAGP can be considered a new building block
framework where the focus has been shifted from the performance of a single individual
to the ones of an entire population. In our view ESAGP vector bases in algorthm 1
are the semantic equivalent of building blocks. Every vector (individual) in that base is
useful as a whole and let us move in the error space until a complete base bring us near
the target. While in the usual view building blocks are combined by genetic operators
within a single individual in ESAGP multiple individuals are combined via geometric
crossovers like operators in a final solution. Note that differently from pure geometric
approach ESAGP focus on the minimalism of the representation that, moving from a
vector base, doesn’t contain redundancy at all. In this new perspective semantic building
blocks maps one to one with individuals and now the entire population can contribute
to the solution in a way that looks similar to an ensemble learning but with a real “geometrical specialization” of each individual participating in the final solution. Another
relevant aspect of ESAGP is that it introduces a new concept of similarity between two
individuals. In section 3.1.1 we have already analyzed as the angles between individuals
in the error space can be considered a good diversity measure. In [2] angles are used
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to promote diversity during mate, indeed parents are selected in a way that maximize
their orthogonality in the error space so that the offspring more likely explore a new
semantic: this process has been named orthogonal selection. But the angular distance
has also been used to discard offspring’s individuals that are in the same subspace of
any other individual already generated. Indeed considering equation 3.3 and algorithm
1, it is useless to have semantics that are in the same subspace or, that is the same,
have angle of zero degree, because they are equivalent from this point of view, one or the
other of the vectors in the same subspace will work equally well in approximating the
target. ESAGP introduce the idea that, in a semantic and geometric framework, there
exist a useful way of declaring two individuals equivalent and this way is to abandon the
usual concept of distance characterized by properties 3.1 and adopt instead the concept
pseudo-distance where instead it is possible that sPi 6= sPj even if d(sPi , sPj ) = 0. In
section 3.2 we propose a novel framework trying to generalize these concepts behind
the particular case of angles in the semantic. At last we observe that ESAGP, while is
actively preventing the solution growth, is also fighting against issues in generalization.
ESAGP, also in the [2] implementation does not admit offspring that are in the same
subspace of any other individual ever generated. Arriving to this extreme we admit
only individuals that are really different one from each other, denying completely the
possibility of having neutral code in the solution structure. It looks similar to a tabu
search algorithm working at this semantic, geometric level. One of the effects of the
neutral code’s absence is that the solution structural complexity can grow only if is
contributing in a visible, controllable, manner to the fitness. This contribution can be
positive or negative, worsening the performance of the individual or improving them. If
the diversity has negative effects then natural selection pressure will soon discard that
genotype while, on the contrary, if the effect is positive it will be preserved. In this last
case the new structure of the offspring is likely to be more complex than the ones of the
parents but this complexity is justified by a better performance. We are adding complexity only if is really useful while more traditional GP approaches allow the growth
of neutral code at some degree. Another important point is that the complexity that
we add, is more controllable, meaning that we allow only changes whose effect on the
phenotype is immediately evident and measurable: this way we minimize the probability
that explosion of complexity can derive from bubbles of neutral code growing without
control, hidden. Such bubbles can, when rearranged by genetic operators, fit better the
data point in the training set, but if we didn’t improve first on simpler hypothesis then
we don’t respect the Occam’s razor principle and we are introducing unnecessary complexity and going fast toward overfitting. Imposing an immediate evaluation of the new
structures we introduce complexity with much more granularity minimizing extemporary jumps . Even when “competent” techniques have been developed in the geometric
framework we observe that the semantic similarity is compared using a usual metric thus
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excluding only one single solution at a time while ESAGP, using angle in the error space,
can exclude entire classes of individuals already represented in the past population: in
other words we are exploring the solution space per classes rather than per individuals.
Geometric operators can achieve good generalization exploiting their geometrical properties, as explained in section 3.1.1, e.g. imposing that the offspring is no worse than
the worst of the parents, so always justifying the increase in complexity, even the exponential growth. At the other extreme ESAGP allow an unconstrained geometric jump
toward the target but increase the complexity of the solutions at the minimum allowed
rate, controlling this other way the overfitting. Mixing the two approaches is possible
only having in mind these two different solution to the bloat and overfitting problem,
e.g. using a GSGP approach to align individuals in the same subspace, without taking
care of their complexity, and then using ESAGP to jump toward the target without
constraints shouldn’t work and would results in generalization issues, indeed it does as
shown in [69]. On the contrary use semantic angles to preserve diversity and GSGP to
have constrained moves toward the target should produce a useful synergy, indeed it
does as showed in [59].

3.2

Proposal

In this section we give a very high level overview of the framework we introduce along
with four concrete examples to help the comprehension. The same four example are
then formalized and experimented in the next chapters. After this brief introduction
we discuss what are the relationships with the literature presented in this same chapter,
explaining the motivations of our choices. Indeed the work presented here is strongly
related to contributions discussed in the previous sections and it directly incorporates
semantic awareness in GP. Nevertheless, it does so from a different perspective. In this
thesis, we propose a novel idea to exploit semantic awareness in GP: semantic based
equivalence classes (SECGP). We remain in the context of semantic techniques so we
define a semantic space similar to the ones already introduced in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.
→, −
→
−
→
Let X = {−
x
1 x2 , ..., xn } be the set of input data, or fitness cases, of a symbolic regression
→
−
problem, and t = [t1 , t2 , ..., tn ] the vector of the respective expected output or target
values (in other words, for each i = 1, 2, ..., n, ti is the expected output corresponding
−
to input →
xi ). A GP individual (or program) P can be seen as a function that, for each
−
−
input vector →
x returns the scalar value P (→
x ). Following [20], we call semantics of P
i

i

−
→
−
→
−
→
to the vector −
s→
P = [P (x1 ), P (x2 ), ..., P (xn )]. This vector can be represented as a point
in an n-dimensional space, that we call semantic space, that can be counterpoised to
the syntactic or genotypic space, where individuals are represented by programs. While
each program has one and only one semantics, the mapping between the semantic space
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and the genotypic space is in general not a bijection, because several programs can have
→
−
the same semantics. The target vector t itself is a point in the semantic space and, in
general, the objective of GP is to find at least one program in the genotypic space that
→
−
maps into t in the semantic space.
Our concept of equivalence class is such that, once an individual in a class is found, it
must be possible, and easy, to generate all the other individuals in that class. In this
way, finding one solution in the same equivalence class as a globally optimal solution
allows us to solve the problem by reconstructing the global optimum analytically.
Even though the concept of semantic based equivalence classes is general, and many
different implementations can be imagined, here we instantiate this idea by defining two
particular GP systems, corresponding to two particular definitions of equivalence.
In the first system, two individuals P1 and P2 are in the same equivalence class if the two
semantic vectors of these two individuals are directly proportional, i.e. −
s→ = k · −s−→.
P1

P2

In other words, there must exist a scalar constant k such that, for each fitness case, the
output of P1 is equal to k multiplied by the output of P2 . In such a situation, we are
defining a projective space (i.e. the space of all the straight lines – or hyperplanes, if we
think in n dimensions – intersecting the origin) in the semantic space. The objective
of GP becomes to find any solution whose semantics is directly proportional to the
→
−
target t (i.e. that stands in the same straight line as the one intersecting the target
and the origin). As such, it makes sense to define a new fitness function, corresponding to
the variance, or any other measure of dispersion, of the ratios between the coordinates
→
−
of the semantics of an individual and t . When this variance is equal to zero, the
individual is in the same equivalence class as the target, and the search can terminate,
reconstructing analytically a globally optimal solution.
The second GP system that we propose is similar to the first one, but this time two
individuals P and P are considered in the same equivalence class if −
s→ = k + −s−→. This
1

2

P1

P2

time, we are identifying a collection of affine subspaces in the semantic space. In this
collection, each subspace is a straight line (or hyperplane, if we think in n dimensions)
and all the lines belonging to this collection are parallel between each other. In such a
system, it makes sense to use the variance, or any other measure of dispersion, of the
difference between the coordinates of the semantic vector and the target as fitness. Once
again, when this variance is equal to zero, the semantic vector of the individual is in
the same equivalence class as the target, and so it is possible to reconstruct the target
analytically.
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The first one of these two systems is called GPMUL (given that multiplication is the
operator that allows us to reconstruct the target), while the second one is called GPPLUS (given that the target can be reconstructed using addition). Furthermore, we
introduce two new GP systems that are similar to GPMUL and GPPLUS, but a filter
that allows us to reject an individual is applied. Specifically, a newly generated individual is rejected if another individual belonging to the same equivalence class already
exists in the population. These “filtered” versions are called FGPMUL and FGPPLUS
respectively. We refers generically to a SECGP system using filters with the name of
F-SECGP. The idea of SECGP is to explore the solution space by classes of solutions
rather then single individuals, this is an attempt to improve the efficiency of the search
process that, behind the potential obvious advantages, has many interesting implications
that we discuss in the following.
The concept that binds our work to GSGP is the idea of direct semantic manipulation.
We use this kind of manipulation to build and compare entire classes of individuals.
Instead of the operators proposed in [20], we use traditional genetic operators to build
new solutions. Doing so, we lose the interesting property of a unimodal fitness landscape induced by GSGP operators. Moreover when we transform any individual in to
another of the same class we are not establishing any bound on the distance of the new
semantic we are targeting and this, as discussed in section 3.1.2 is a potential treat to
the generalization ability of the algorithm. Also the ensemble like effect of GSGP and
ESAGP is lost because we are not combining, at this level, multiple individuals, we just
use a single semantic and we eventually manipulate that one just a single time in order
to approximate the target.
We lose these important properties in trade of the possibility of obtaining human readable solutions of compact size. Indeed, using a F-SECGP system, we extremely reduce
the possibility of introducing neutral code and this, as discussed in previous sections,
limits the useless growth of the individuals’ structures. As a matter of fact SECGP
come naturally equipped with the ability of discriminating class of semantics and this
further enhance the type of redundancy that can be avoided, not just a single point in
the semantic space but rather entire classes. Any single individual is representative of a
class and using the equivalence relationship it’s easy to compute any other individual in
the same class, this imply that we have a new pseudometric that has the same advantages discussed for ESAGP semantic angles, but is also a generalization of that concept,
indeed semantic angles are a particular implementation of an SECGP system.
Thanks to its enhanced capacity of discrimination among semantics we expect that a
SECGP systems have the ability to maintain an higher level of diversity in the population so exploring more effectively the solution space and at a faster rate than GSGP.
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Furthermore GSGP has a good exploitation ability by construction but at the same time
we have seen that this represents a problem if the target it’s far from the convex hull of
the initial population, even using mutation, bounded or not, the exploration of the solution space can results slow, thus we expect SECGP systems to perform competitively
on this point.
But how is an SECGP system compensating for the loss of properties that guarantee
a good generalization of GSGP? SECGP adopt the strategy of reducing as much as
possible the code growth that it’s not related to any real change in fitness. We already
discussed in section 3.1.2 the Occam razor principle applied to ESAGP. Here we are
pushing further this concept formulating a generalization, the equivalence classes, that
give more flexibility to the SECGP system designer. Another important point in favour
of generalization in SECGP is that equivalence classes are themselves a method of generalization although in a slightly different way. Indeed, if the equivalence relationship,
we use to construct classes, capture some useful properties of the application domain,
then a structurally simple individual in the population of solution is able to fit a great
number of cases in the training set. The same generic model fit different situations
or instantiations of that concept in the datasets, thanks to the equivalence relationship
that model become a sort of semantic building block. We think that the usefulness of the
equivalence classes it is independent of the application domain but, at the same time, it
is obvious that the knowledge related to a specific application can further enhance the
effectiveness of this approach, capturing symmetries, scales and other typical patterns.
If these patterns or domain properties are not known in advance then the SECGP system
designer has two options.
The first one has been adopted in this thesis: use simple generic equivalence concepts
that probably are valuable in many cases. Even if in this our work we use just one
equivalence at a time it is simple to implement a system that take in account more than
one equivalence relationship during the same evolutionary process. Indeed the main
computational cost is the calculation of the individual’s semantics while the verification
of equivalence relationships consist in fast vector computations easily parallelizable on
modern hardware.
The second option offered to the designer is to learn the equivalence relationship in a
specific domain. Depending on the domain this can require a specific labeled dataset
and probably it’s not a trivial task nevertheless an interesting perspective. We are not
investigating this possibility here.
SECGP is also solving some potential contradiction that ESAGP systems potentially
suffer, discussed below. In ESAGP, two aligned individuals are considered in the same
equivalence class. This concept is similar to what is introduced here, although the
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framework in this thesis is more general and can incorporate ESAGP as a particular
instantiation. ESAGP, as the systems introduced here, does not have any guarantee of
inducing a unimodal fitness landscape, but also in this case the resulting solutions are
compact and readable. ESAGP has an option to filter the individuals that are considered redundant because of equivalence classes. This is an option exploited also in this
work, but some contradictions of ESAGP are resolved here. ESAGP was maximizing
semantic diversity and the exploration of solution space, rejecting redundant individuals.
However, at the same time, needing at least two aligned individuals, ESAGP was also
looking for a certain amount of similarity. The algorithm presented here does not suffer
from these contradictory objectives. The filtering proposed here has been parametrized
using a more understandable variable like the error’s variance. This could potentially
enable a deeper analysis of the filtering threshold to reach a dynamic self-tuning regulation along the evolutionary process. A final difference consists in the use of a repository
of class representatives for ESAGP. In the work presented here, the use of a repository is
pointless because classes already explored have been evaluated as a whole: having new
classes better fitness, the evolutionary process never returns on the old ones. Another
important similarity with ESAGP is that evolution proceeds without considering the error compared to the target values, indeed taking into account a more indirect measure,
like the membership degree to a specific equivalence class.
Our work has also important relationships with the well-known Linear Scaling technique
(LS ) introduced by Keijzer in [70]. If seen from our perspective in this work, LS can
be reinterpreted as a technique that is using equivalence classes to evolve solutions. In
the case of LS , in fact, two solutions gp1 and gp2 are equivalent if we can obtain gp1
from gp2 , and vice versa through LS . The evolutionary process in LS is looking for an
individual that is equivalent to the target in a very similar way to what GPMUL and
GPPLUS do. Being the most simple possible equivalence relationship, GPPLUS and
GPMUL are also less powerful than LS . Indeed, LS incorporates both of them, being
able to recognize at once equivalences of both types. Nevertheless, this power comes
at the price of a more limited flexibility in use; in fact, LS optimizes the whole output
at once, while more simple classes like GPPLUS and GPMUL can easily classify part
of the input, recognizing what part of the problem is well explained by a proposed gpi
solution before optimizing the error. If we apply equivalence definitions reported in
Equation (4.4) and Equation (4.10) to the target, then we know in advance what part of
this target is explained, or equivalent to the proposed gpi , being ki values homogeneous
for these portions of the dataset. This kind of analysis is not possible with methods
using a complex equivalence definition that requires knowing in advance what the target
of the optimization is. Although not done here, it is easy to imagine an algorithm
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having repositories of partial target equivalences, which combines them to have a highquality approximation. On the other hand, LS can benefit from this new point of view,
integrating the concept of exploring the solution space by equivalence classes rather than
one individual at a time. This fact inspired us the possibility of using filtering techniques
(as the ones explained above) to improve LS .

Chapter 4

Semantic Equivalence Classes
Genetic Programming
4.1

Methodology

Our objective is to use equivalence classes (EQCs) to create partitions of the solution
space. In this way, once we have an individual belonging to one EQC, we are able to
analytically construct any other individual in that class, including the one that is closer
to the target in the semantic space (i.e. the one that has the best fitness). So, basically,
all individuals in the population can be replaced by the best solution that belongs to
their own EQC. In this way, considering the fitness of an EQC as the fitness of the
best individual in that EQC, we can say that we explore the space of EQCs instead of
the space of the single solutions. Under this perspective, we can even force GP to not
create, or to reject, any individual belonging to an EQC that is already represented in
the population. In the continuation, we define equivalence relationships using criteria
based on semantics.
We introduce a relationship that we call equivalence function (EF ). EF receives as
arguments two vectors in the semantic space, and return a vector of the same cardinality.
We say that two individuals are equivalent (i.e. they belong to the same EQC) if, for
every fitness case, EF calculated for the two individuals returns the same constant
value k. In particular, we have that an individual whose semantics is a vector that we
→
−
−
→ is equivalent to the target →
call −
gp
t if, in Equation (4.1), k has all the components ki
identical to each other:
→
−
→
− →
EF ( t , −
gp) = k
42

(4.1)
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→
−
Once we have a GP individual equivalent to t , we can reconstruct an individual whose
→
−
semantics is identical to t (i.e. a globally optimal solution) analytically. The operation
is trivial if the function EF is easy to invert (like for instance a linear function), like in
Equation (4.2):
→
− →
→
−
t = EF −1 ( k , −
gp)

(4.2)

From Equation (4.2), reconstructing an optimal genotype (like for instance a tree) is
→ (i.e. the genotype
straightforward. It is enough to compose the tree whose semantics is −
gp
of the GP program) and constant k by means of operator EF −1 , that represents the
root node of the optimal individual.
With this in mind, now the objective of GP can become the one of finding a solution
that belongs to the same EQC as the target. In order to obtain this, we need to define
a new fitness function, that can be able to quantify the distance between the EQC of an
individual and the EQC of the target. A simple possibility is, for instance, to measure
→
−
the dispersion of the ki values, i.e. the components of vector k in Equation (4.1). This
dispersion must be as low as possible, since we aim at obtaining a single constant value,
which represents a perfect equivalence. For this purpose, we can, for instance, use the
→
−
variance of the components of k , like in Equation (4.3).
→
−
F itness = var( k )

(4.3)

→
−
If we consider k as the error vector of a solution (i.e. the vectorial difference between
→
−
its semantics and the target), then the variance of k can be interpreted as a measure of
its “complexity”. Indeed, when the variance is equal to zero, the error is constant and
thus it is trivial to eliminate it, using Equation (4.2).
In the continuation of this paper, these general concepts will be instantiated by defining
two different concrete EF functions. Once we have done that, the method to reconstruct
the target, starting from an individual in the same EQC, will possibly appear clearer.
An important observation is that, given that we work with continuous values, it is unlikely that two individuals will be exactly in the same EQC. For this reason, a threshold
is used to establish the EQCs. Interestingly, and contrarily to what happens in standard GP, in none of the above phases an error function measuring directly the distance
to the target in the semantic space, like for instance the root mean square error (RMSE),
is used to drive the evolutionary process. In other terms, the sought for individuals (the
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ones that are in the same equivalence class as the target, or close) can even have a
very bad RMSE.
Once we find an individual that belongs to the same EQC as another individual that is
already in the population, it may be useful to reject it. In the end, if we consider our
system as exploring the space of EQCs (or, which is the same thing but seen from a
different viewpoint, if once we generate an individual, we are immediately able to obtain
analytically the best individual in terms of RMSE that belong to the same EQC as that
individual), then we do not need an EQC to be represented by more than one individual.
In this paper, we propose a filtering process to implement this rejection. More in particular, when a new individual is generated, it is checked against all other individuals in the
population and rejected if it belongs to an EQC that is already represented by at least
one other individual. A new individual is immediately generated in substitution and
checked again. Algorithm 2 contains the pseudo-code of the proposed method, where
points 2.2.4. and 2.2.5. implement the filter. A crucial part of Algorithm 2, i.e. how
to calculate fitness, is better specified in Algorithm 3. More specifically, Algorithm 3
contains an explanation of how fitness is calculated (point 2.2.4. of Algorithm 2) in the
general case. Concrete instantiations of this algorithm will be shown in Algorithm 4 and
Algorithm 5 (see the next section), reporting the process used to calculate fitness in the
concrete cases of GPPLUS and GPMUL, respectively (these two methods are presented
in detail in the next section).
Algorithm 2 Genetic programming algorithm showing filtering methods, in points
2.2.4. and 2.2.4.
1. Generate a random population P of N individuals
2. Repeat Until termination condition:
2.1. Create an empty population P0
2.2. Repeat until P0 contains N individuals:
2.2.1. Chose a genetic operator (crossover with probability pc , mutation with
probability pm )
2.2.2. Select one or two individuals depending on the choice in 2.2.1.
2.2.3. Apply the operator chosen in 2.2.1. to the individual(s) from step 2.2.2.
2.2.4. Evaluate offspring
2.2.5. If the new individuals’ semantics are in the same equivalence
class of others in P then they are discarded otherwise they are
inserted in P0
2.3. P = P0
3. Return best individual in P
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Algorithm 3 Generic individual evaluation: fitness calculation in point 2.2.4. of Algorithm 2
1. Take as input an individual
2. Evaluate the individual on any dataset instance
→
−
→
−
→
− →
3. Use Equation (4.1) to calculate vector k (i.e. k = EF ( t , −
gp)
→
−
4. Use Equation (4.3) to calculate F itness = var( k )
5. Return the F itness

4.1.1

GPPLUS: GP by Translation

The framework presented so far is very general and can be instantiated in many different
ways, depending on how we express EQCs. Here, we propose a first case. The resulting
technique, that we call GPPLUS , is based on the concept of error vector. The error
vector is the vector of the differences between the semantics of an individual and the
target. Two solutions are considered in the same EQC if all the coordinates of the
corresponding error vectors are identical to each other. In other terms, two solutions
are in the same equivalence class if their semantics are equivalent by translation. We
define the equivalence function EF like in Equation (4.4).
−
→
− → →
EF = t − −
gp = k

(4.4)

→
−
At this point, the fitness function is defined as the variance of k :
→
−
σ 2 = M EAN [(ki − M EAN ( k ))2 ]

(4.5)

If GP finds a solution in the same EQC as the target, to build a globally optimal solution,
→
−
we assume the scalar value of k to be equal to the mean of k :
→
−
k = M EAN ( k )

(4.6)

Then, a globally optimal solution (i.e. a solution whose semantics is identical to the
target) can be built using Equation (4.7), where GP is the notation used to identify the
→ as semantics:
program that has −
gp

Tapx = GP + k

(4.7)
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Assuming that the final assessment of the quality of the solutions is done using the
RMSE, and being the function GP the target’s approximation, we optimize Equation (4.8) for every point in the dataset.
r Pn
RM SE =

i=1 (ti

− gpi − k)2
n

Assigning to the first derivative of Equation (4.8) the value of zero,

(4.8)
∂
∂k RM SE

= 0 and

calculating k, we obtain Equation (4.6).
Algorithm 4 describes how fitness is calculated for GPPLUS. Algorithm 4 can be considered an instantiation of the general process reported in Algorithm 3, applied to the
concrete case of GPPLUS.
Algorithm 4 Fitness calculation in point 2.2.4. of Algorithm 2 in the specific case of
the GPPLUS technique.
1. Take as input an individual.
2. Evaluate this individual on any dataset instance.
→
−
→
− →
3. Use Equation (4.4) to calculate k = t − −
gp
→
−
4. Use Equation (4.5) to calculate F itness = M EAN [(ki − M EAN ( k ))2 ]
5. Return the F itness

As previously explained, it can be useful to reject individuals that are in the same EQC
as another individual in the population. To check if two individuals, with respective se→ and −
→ are in the same EQC, we calculate EF like in Equation (4.9):
mantic vectors −
gp
gp
1

2

−
→−−
→=→
EF = −
gp
gp
k
1
2

(4.9)

To have a measure of similarity between the two classes we calculate the variance of
→
−
k , and we compare it to a prefixed threshold. Individuals below the threshold are
considered in the same EQC and rejected. A convenient threshold’s value has been
found experimentally, and the results of this experimental study are discussed later in
this paper. We call FGPPLUS this filtered version.

4.1.2

GPMUL: GP by proportions

In this section, we propose a second possible instantiation of the framework presented
so far. The resulting GP system, that we call GPMUL, is based on the ratio between
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the semantics of the solutions and the target, calculated for every fitness case. Two
solutions are in the same EQC if the ratios of the coordinates of their semantic vectors
are identical to each other. In other words, if they are equivalent by scale. We define
the new EF error function like in Equation (4.10):
−
→ →
−
gp
EF = →
− = k
t

(4.10)

Analogously to GPPLUS , also for GPMUL fitness could be defined as the variance of
→
−
the components of k , as in Equation (4.5). A problem arises when GP tries to minimize
Equation (4.5) by increasing the absolute value of the numerator in Equation (4.10) and
by decreasing its denominator. To get a real progress during the evolution, we should
→
−
express the dispersion of k in a different way. For instance, it is possible to consider a
→
−
normalized version of k , as in Equation (4.11).

knormi =

ki

(4.11)

→
−
M EAN ( k )

In GPMUL, we have artificially imposed very poor fitness values for all the programs for
→
−
which M EAN ( k ) is equal to zero, thus preventing the system from failures during the
evaluation of the individuals. It is important to remark that a globally optimal solution
→
−
(i.e. a solution for which the values of all the coordinates of k are equal to zero) is
→
−
not the only case in which M EAN ( k ) can be equal to zero. Thus, testing whether
→
−
M EAN ( k ) is different from zero (and eventually penalizing the solution with a poor
fitness value, in case the condition is not satisfied) is a crucial step to guarantee a correct
functioning of the system.
Given that we have:

M EAN



ki

→
−
M EAN ( k )

=1

(4.12)

then Equation (4.5) can be transformed into a new fitness function, as in Equation (4.13):


F itness = M EAN

ki

→
− −1
M EAN ( k )

2 
(4.13)

Algorithm 5 describes how fitness is calculated for GPMUL. Algorithm 5 can be considered an instantiation of the general process reported in Algorithm 3, applied to the
concrete case of GPMUL.
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Algorithm 5 Fitness calculation in point 2.2.4. of Algorithm 2 in the specific case of
the GPMUL technique.
1. Take as input an individual.
2. Evaluate this individual on any dataset instance.
−
→
→
−
gp
3. Use Equation (4.10) to calculate k = →
−
t

4. Use Equation (4.13) to calculate F itness = M EAN

ki
−
→
M EAN ( k )

2 
−1

5. Return the F itness

Analogously (although not identically) to GPPLUS , once GP has found a solution in
the same EQC as the target, we use Equation (4.14) to build a globally optimal solution
→
T
(where GP represents a program whose semantic vector is −
gp):
apx

Tapx =

GP
k

(4.14)

Assuming again the RMSE as the measure that has to be minimized, we should find the
scalar value k that optimizes Equation (4.15):
r Pn
RM SE =
Assigning the first derivative to zero,

−
n

i=1 (ti

∂
∂k RM SE

gpi 2
k )

(4.15)

= 0 , we obtain the optimal value of k

expressed by Equation (4.16):
Pn
(gpi )2
k = Pni=1
i=1 (ti · gpi )

(4.16)

The filtering process is similar to the one introduced in Section 4.1.1, but with a difference
regarding the EF function. Specifically, we use Equation (4.10) applied to two semantic
→ and −
→ like in Equation (4.17):
vectors −
gp
gp
1

2

−
→ →
−
gp
1
EF = −→ = k
gp2

(4.17)

where fitness cases for which the denominator of the equation is equal to 0 are ignored.
Finally, we evaluate if the new individual has to be discarded by checking if the dispersion
→
−
of k is below a prefixed threshold. As previously mentioned, an appropriate threshold
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value has been determined empirically, and the results of this experimental study are
reported and discussed later in this paper. We call this filtered version FGPMUL.

Chapter 5

Experimental study
This chapter describes the experimental phase. More specifically, Section 5.0.1 introduces the objectives of the experimental study, describes the test problems taken into
account and the experimental settings while Section 5.0.2 discusses the obtained results.

5.0.1

Systems and test problems

The objective of the experimental study is to compare between each other the methods
GPPLUS , GPMUL, LS and their filtered variants, FGPPLUS , FGPMUL and FLS .
For getting a better understanding of the quality of the performance of these systems,
we also consider the performance obtained by geometric semantic genetic programming
(GSGP) [20]. We also decided to not report results achieved by standard GP in this
experimental study, because a preliminary study has indicated that standard GP was
consistently outperformed by all the presented methods on all the test problems.
The proposed GPPLUS , GPMUL and LS systems, as well as their filtered variants,
have been implemented on top of the ECJ framework, a well-known and freely available
GP system (https://cs.gmu.edu/∼eclab/projects/ecj/). To compare the performance of
these systems against the one of GSGP, we have considered seven different symbolic
regression test problems that have been already used in previous GP studies. Table 5.1
reports, for each dataset, the number of features and the number of instances. For a
complete description of these datasets, the reader is referred to the references reported
in the same table.
For all the test problems, 100 runs were performed with each technique. In each run, a
different partition between training and test data was considered, built as follows: 70%
of the instances, selected at random with uniform probability, were used for training the
model, while the remaining 30% have been used to test its performance on unseen data.
50
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Table 5.1: Description of the test problems. For each dataset, the number of features
(independent variables) and the number of instances have been reported.

Dataset
Airfoil Self-Noise
Concrete Compressive Strength
Parkinson Voice Recording (MOTOR)
Parkinson Voice Recording (TOTAL)
Protein Folding
Concrete Slump Test
Yacht Hydrodynamics

[71]
[72]
[73]
[73]
[74]
[75]
[76]

# Features

# Instances

5
8
19
19
9
9
6

1502
1029
5875
5875
45000
102
307

All the techniques share exactly the same configuration, except for the value of the
filter threshold (in the various filtered versions). For this parameter, a preliminary
extensive study has been performed for determining the value that allows us to obtain
the best results. All the runs used populations of 200 individuals allowed to evolve
for 200 generations. Trees initialization was performed using the Ramped Half-andHalf method [21], with a maximum initial depth equal to 6. During the evolution, no
maximum depth was imposed for the trees. The function set contained the four binary
arithmetic operators, including protected division as in [21]. The terminal set contained
a number of variables equal to the number of features in the dataset. Survival from one
generation to the other was always guaranteed to the best individual of the population
(elitism). Crossover and mutation probabilities are equal to 0.9 and 0.1 respectively.
Selection has been performed using a tournament of size 4. This configuration of the
parameters has been obtained after a preliminary tuning phase. The parameter values
used in the experimental phase are the ones that have allowed us to obtain the best
results among the other alternative configurations tested. The experimental study that
has allowed us to choose the best filter parameter for each studied technique is a part
of the results that will be presented in the next section. In particular, these results are
presented in Figures 5.15 -5.21.
For all the test problems, results are reported in terms of the root mean square error (RMSE) between target and predicted values. It is worth reaffirming that only GSGP,
among the compared techniques, uses the RMSE as fitness function during the evolutionary process. In all the plots reported in the continuation of this section, medians of
the RMSE of the best individual in the population on the training set, over 100 independent runs, have been reported. The median was preferred over the mean because of its
higher robustness to outliers. Median RMSE has been studied against the computational
effort instead of the number of generations, because generations do not have the same
computational complexity for all the studied methods. Following [? ], as a measure of
the computational effort we have used the accumulated number of tree nodes evaluated
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until the current instant. In other words, for each generation g, the computational effort
spent by a GP technique until generation g is:
CE(g) = N Ng + N Ng−1 + ... + N N1
where, for each generation h = g, g −1, ..., 1, N Nh is the sum of the number of tree nodes
in all the individuals that have been evaluated at generation h. It is worth pointing out
that, while calculating CE(g), we do not take into account only the individuals that
take part in the evolution, but also the ones that, eventually, have been disregarded
by an algorithm. For instance, all the filtered variants of the systems proposed reject
several individuals during the evolution. Given that, to decide whether an individual is
rejected, an evaluation of the individual is needed, the nodes of the rejected individuals
are also considered in the calculation of CE(g). This allows us to make a fair comparison
between the versions with filters and the ones without filters.

5.0.2

Experimental Results

The discussion of the results starts by considering a comparison between the proposed
systems and GSGP. After this analysis, an evaluation of the beneficial effects of using
filters is reported. Then, the section is concluded with an analysis of the size of the
individuals in the population during the evolution of the different studied techniques.
For each technique considered, we report the median best RMSE against the computational effort. The median is calculated over 100 independent runs, where each run uses
a different training-test partition. Results on the test set are relative to the RMSE of
the best training individual, evaluated on the test set.
In a first phase, we compare GPPLUS , GPMUL and LS with their respective filtered
counterparts (i.e. FGPPLUS , FGPMUL and FLS , respectively). Then, only the methods with the best RMSE resulting from these experiments are compared with GSGP.
This allows us to report the comparison between the studied methods and GSGP in a
more readable way, since only four methods will be compared to each other, instead of
seven. These results are reported in Figures 5.1 to 5.14. In all these figures, plot (a) contains a comparison between GPPLUS and FGPPLUS ; plot (b) contains a comparison
between GPMUL and FGPMUL; plot (c) contains a comparison between LS and FLS ;
and finally plot (d) contains a comparison between the methods that obtained the best
results in plots (a), (b) and (c) and GSGP. While plots (a), (b) and (c) report curves of
the evolution of the RMSE against the computational effort, plots (d) report the final
comparisons with GSGP in the form of boxplots. The motivation for this difference is
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that, in this way, GSGP results can be taken directly from the literature (where they
are actually reported as boxplots).
Concerning the test problems, the results are organized as follows:

• Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 report the results for the airfoil self-noise problem (simply
airfoil from now on), respectively on the training and test set.
• Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 report the results for the concrete compressive strength
problem (concrete from now on) (Figure 5.3 on the training set and Figure 5.4 on
the test set).
• Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 report the results for the Parkinson’s voice recording
problem, using the MOTOR dataset (motor from now on) (Figure 5.5 on the
training set and Figure 5.6 on the test set).
• Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 report the results for the Parkinson’s voice recording
problem, using the TOTAL dataset (simply total from now on), respectively on
the training and test set.
• Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 report the results for the protein folding problem (simply
protein from now on) (Figure 5.9 on the training set and Figure 5.10 on the test
set).
• Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 report the results for the concrete slump test problem
(slump from now on), respectively on the training and test set.
• Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 report the results for the yacht hydrodynamics problem
(yacht from now on) (Figure 5.13 on the training set and Figure 5.14 on the test
set).

As we can see from these figures, GSGP is, in general, the method that returned the
best RMSE, except for the motor and protein problems (where the best values of RMSE
were found by FGPPLUS and FLS , both on the training and on the test set) and for the
yacht problem (where the best RMSE was found by FLS , both on the training and on
the test set). Moreover, GSGP was outperformed by FGPMUL, FGPPLUS and FLS on
the test set when the slump problem was considered. Furthermore, filtering appears to
be beneficial for GPMUL, GPPLUS and LS (a deeper analysis on the effect of filtering
is offered in the continuation). In fact, the filtered versions always outperformed the
non-filtered ones, both on the training and on the test set, except for the case of the
slump problem on the training set. An interesting (and desirable) property of GPMUL
and GPPLUS , as well as their filtered counterparts, is related to their behavior on the
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Figure 5.1: Dataset airfoil (training). Results are relative to: GPPLUS technique
(5.1a), GPMUL (5.1b), LS (5.1c). Figures (5.1a), (5.1b), (5.1c), have median fitness
(RMSE) on the vertical axes and computational effort on horizontal axes (calculated as
the number of nodes evaluated during training). Figure (5.1d) reports the performance
of GSGP as well as the ones achieved by the 3 best variants (i.e., with or without filters)
of the proposed system based on equivalence classes.
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Figure 5.2: Dataset airfoil (test). Results are relative to: GPPLUS technique (5.2a),
GPMUL (5.2b), LS (5.2c). Figures (5.2a), (5.2b), (5.2c), have median fitness (RMSE)
on the vertical axes and computational effort on horizontal axes (calculated as the
number of nodes evaluated during training). Figure (5.2d) reports the performance of
GSGP as well as the ones achieved by the 3 best variants (i.e., with or without filters)
of the proposed system based on equivalence classes.
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Figure 5.3: Dataset concrete (training). Results are relative to: GPPLUS technique
(5.3a), GPMUL (5.3b), LS (5.3c). Figures (5.3a), (5.3b), (5.3c), have median fitness
(RMSE) on the vertical axes and computational effort on horizontal axes (calculated as
the number of nodes evaluated during training). Figure (5.3d) reports the performance
of GSGP as well as the ones achieved by the 3 best variants (i.e., with or without filters)
of the proposed system based on equivalence classes.
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Figure 5.4: Dataset concrete (test). Results are relative to: GPPLUS technique
(5.4a), GPMUL (5.4b), LS (5.4c). Figures (5.4a), (5.4b), (5.4c), have median fitness
(RMSE) on the vertical axes and computational effort on horizontal axes (calculated as
the number of nodes evaluated during training). Figure (5.4d) reports the performance
of GSGP as well as the ones achieved by the 3 best variants (i.e., with or without filters)
of the proposed system based on equivalence classes.
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Figure 5.5: Dataset motor (training). Results are relative to: GPPLUS technique
(5.5a), GPMUL (5.5b), LS (5.5c). Figures (5.5a), (5.5b), (5.5c), have median fitness
(RMSE) on the vertical axes and computational effort on horizontal axes (calculated as
the number of nodes evaluated during training). Figure (5.5d) reports the performance
of GSGP as well as the ones achieved by the 3 best variants (i.e., with or without filters)
of the proposed system based on equivalence classes.
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Figure 5.6: Dataset motor (test). Results are relative to: GPPLUS technique (5.6a),
GPMUL (5.6b), LS (5.6c). Figures (5.6a), (5.6b), (5.6c), have median fitness (RMSE)
on the vertical axes and computational effort on horizontal axes (calculated as the
number of nodes evaluated during training). Figure (5.6d) reports the performance of
GSGP as well as the ones achieved by the 3 best variants (i.e., with or without filters)
of the proposed system based on equivalence classes.
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Figure 5.7: Dataset total (training). Results are relative to: GPPLUS technique
(5.7a), GPMUL (5.7b), LS (5.7c). Figures (5.7a), (5.7b), (5.7c), have median fitness
(RMSE) on the vertical axes and computational effort on horizontal axes (calculated as
the number of nodes evaluated during training). Figure (5.7d) reports the performance
of GSGP as well as the ones achieved by the 3 best variants (i.e., with or without filters)
of the proposed system based on equivalence classes.
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Figure 5.8: Dataset total (test). Results are relative to: GPPLUS technique (5.8a),
GPMUL (5.8b), LS (5.8c). Figures (5.8a), (5.8b), (5.8c), have median fitness (RMSE)
on the vertical axes and computational effort on horizontal axes (calculated as the
number of nodes evaluated during training). Figure (5.8d) reports the performance of
GSGP as well as the ones achieved by the 3 best variants (i.e., with or without filters)
of the proposed system based on equivalence classes.
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Figure 5.9: Dataset protein (training). Results are relative to: GPPLUS technique
(5.9a), GPMUL (5.9b), LS (5.9c). Figures (5.9a), (5.9b), (5.9c), have median fitness
(RMSE) on the vertical axes and computational effort on horizontal axes (calculated as
the number of nodes evaluated during training). Figure (5.9d) reports the performance
of GSGP as well as the ones achieved by the 3 best variants (i.e., with or without filters)
of the proposed system based on equivalence classes.
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Figure 5.10: Dataset protein (test). Results are relative to: GPPLUS technique
(5.10a), GPMUL (5.10b), LS (5.10c). Figures (5.10a), (5.10b), (5.10c), have median
fitness (RMSE) on the vertical axes and computational effort on horizontal axes (calculated as the number of nodes evaluated during training). Figure (5.10d) reports the
performance of GSGP as well as the ones achieved by the 3 best variants (i.e., with or
without filters) of the proposed system based on equivalence classes.
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Figure 5.11: Dataset slump (training). Results are relative to: GPPLUS technique
(5.11a), GPMUL (5.11b), LS (5.11c). Figures (5.11a), (5.11b), (5.11c), have median
fitness (RMSE) on the vertical axes and computational effort on horizontal axes (calculated as the number of nodes evaluated during training). Figure (5.11d) reports the
performance of GSGP as well as the ones achieved by the 3 best variants (i.e., with or
without filters) of the proposed system based on equivalence classes.
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Figure 5.12: Dataset slump (test). Results are relative to: GPPLUS technique
(5.12a), GPMUL (5.12b), LS (5.12c). Figures (5.12a), (5.12b), (5.12c), have median
fitness (RMSE) on the vertical axes and computational effort on horizontal axes (calculated as the number of nodes evaluated during training). Figure (5.12d) reports the
performance of GSGP as well as the ones achieved by the 3 best variants (i.e., with or
without filters) of the proposed system based on equivalence classes.
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Figure 5.13: Dataset yacht (training). Results are relative to: GPPLUS technique
(5.13a), GPMUL (5.13b), LS (5.13c). Figures (5.13a), (5.13b), (5.13c), have median
fitness (RMSE) on the vertical axes and computational effort on horizontal axes (calculated as the number of nodes evaluated during training). Figure (5.13d) reports the
performance of GSGP as well as the ones achieved by the 3 best variants (i.e., with or
without filters) of the proposed system based on equivalence classes.
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Figure 5.14: Dataset yacht (test). Results are relative to: GPPLUS technique
(5.14a), GPMUL (5.14b), LS (5.14c). Figures (5.14a), (5.14b), (5.14c), have median
fitness (RMSE) on the vertical axes and computational effort on horizontal axes (calculated as the number of nodes evaluated during training). Figure (5.14d) reports the
performance of GSGP as well as the ones achieved by the 3 best variants (i.e., with or
without filters) of the proposed system based on equivalence classes.
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test set: the RMSE values are comparable to the ones achieved on the training set, hence
suggesting that the solutions returned by these methods are rather robust. As a partial
conclusion, and keeping in mind that all the variants studied outperform standard GP on
all the problems considered, we may assert that GPPLUS and GPMUL show interesting
performance, corroborating the hypothesis that searching using EQC is a viable option.
To have a clearer picture of the impact of filtering on the techniques considered, we have
performed a statistical analysis of the results, for the experiments in which the basic
techniques (GPPLUS , GPMUL and LS ) are compared to their filtered counterparts.
Statistics refer to the experiments reported in Figures 5.1 to 5.14. The p-values have
been calculated using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for pairwise data comparison with a
significance value of α = 0.05. Table 5.2 reports the results of this study.
Table 5.2 shows that, in the large majority of the cases, filtering brings a statistically
significant advantage in terms of RMSE. This can be seen by observing that the third and
the fifth columns of the table often contain negative values (i.e., lower RMSE obtained
by using the filtered variants). The only exceptions are GPMUL on the total problem
and LS on the yacht problem, where the non-filtered techniques present better RMSE
values than the respective filtered counterparts, both on the training and on the test set.
It is interesting to point out the case of the slump dataset: this is the only test problem
in which the best method on the training set does not correspond to the best method
on the test set. Specifically, for this dataset, FGPMUL and FLS perform worse than
their non-filtered counterparts on training data but significantly better on the test set.
This situation is visible comparing Figures 5.11b and 5.12b.

The effect of using the semantic filters is discussed in more detail here. Specifically, to
obtain a better understanding of the advantage related to the use of filters, a wide range
of values for the filter parameter (i.e., the parameter that tunes the effect of the filters,
as presented in Section 4.1) has been considered. We are interested in understanding
how this parameter influences the quality of the generated solutions (in terms of RMSE)
and their size (expressed in terms of the average number of nodes of the individuals in
the population).
The results are presented in Figures 5.15 to 5.21. In all these figures, plots (a) and (b)
report the results obtained by GPPLUS ; plots (c) and (d) report the results obtained by
GPMUL; and plots (e) and (f) report the results obtained by LS . Furthermore, plots (a),
(c) and (e) report the RMSE on the test set for the different values of the filter parameter
that have been studied. The non-filtered version of each method is also reported: it is
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Dataset

P-value
Training

% diff on
training

P-value
Test

% diff on
test

airfoil
concrete
motor
total
protein
slump
yacht

0,00
0,00
0,02
0,77
0,01
0,00
0,12

-18,99
-11,52
-0,31
-0,10
-1,24
32,90
-6,58

0,00
0,00
0,46
0,75
0,00
0,00
0,16

-21,00
-11,11
-0,88
0,60
-1,41
-25,12
-5,67

airfoil
concrete
motor
total
protein
slump
yacht

0,00
0,00
0,01
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

-4,40
-12,60
-0,67
-1,59
-1,86
-7,58
-22,18

0,05
0,00
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,00
0,00

-3,79
-16,87
-1,52
-0,58
-1,65
-28,82
-30,75

airfoil
concrete
motor
total
protein
slump
yacht

0,69
0,66
0,00
0,03
0,00
0,00
0,00

-1,57
-0,56
-0,67
-0,71
-1,14
82,43
10,22

0,02
0,27
0,10
0,18
0,30
0,01
0,16

-3,02
-1,90
-0,91
-0,76
-1,28
-1,97
10,29

Table 5.2 For each technique, the table shows the percentage variation of RMSE, at the
last generation, for both training and test, achieved using filters. The table also reports
the p-values calculated using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for pairwise data comparison
(significance level was α = 0.05). Bold numbers denote statistically significant results
and negative values means and advantage in using filters having an error reduction. For
the filtered counterparts, we selected the filter parameter that, among the considered
ones, produces the best training performance. Statistics refer to the same experiments
reported in Figures 5.1 - 5.14.
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the leftmost box on every figure. Plots (b), (d) and (f) show the average number of
nodes in the individuals in the population (identified by the term individuals’ size, or
simply size, from now on), for the same values of the filter parameter. Concerning the
different test problems, the results are organized as follows:

• Figure 5.15 reports the results for the airfoil problem;
• Figure 5.16 reports the results for the concrete problem;
• Figure 5.17 reports the results for the motor problem;
• Figure 5.18 reports the results for the total problem;
• Figure 5.19 reports the results for the protein problem;
• Figure 5.20 reports the results for the slump problem;
• Figure 5.21 reports the results for the yacht problem;

Considering plots (a), (c) and (e) of these figures, we can see that FGPMUL and FGPPLUS generally achieve better results than GPMUL and GPPLUS also for very small
values of the filtering parameter. Increasing the value of this parameter, the RMSE
shows an oscillation, until it reaches a minimum value that is, for the large majority of
the problems, just before a steep increase happens. This pattern is visible in all the FGPMUL and FGPPLUS experiments, except for the cases of the slump and total datasets,
in which, although present, it is less evident. Increasing the value of the filter parameter
above a certain threshold (that is different for every dataset), the error increases and all
the values of the filter parameter that are larger than that threshold will produce RMSE
values that are comparable to (and even poorer than) the non-filtered counterpart of
the studied method. Considering the LS technique, it is possible to observe a similar
trend, although it is less visible on the test data. The dataset for which the trend is less
visible, in the case of LS , is slump. Still, also for that dataset, it is possible to observe a
worsening of the RMSE when the value of 103 is considered for the filtering parameter
(see Figure 5.20e). To summarize, filtering improved the performance of all the studied
techniques on almost all studied test problems. Interestingly, this holds both on training
and unseen test data. Finally, we remark that the advantage of GPPLUS and GPMUL
in using filters is larger than the one of LS .
Plots (b), (d) and (f) indicate that filters have also an important effect on the size of the
individuals (i.e., the number of tree nodes of the solutions in the population). In particular, a generally observable trend is that, when the values of the filtering parameter are
high, the generated individuals tend to be smaller than when they are low. However, it is
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Figure 5.15: Dataset airfoil . Figures (a), (c) and (e) show test fitness (RMSE) for
different values of the filter parameter. The first boxplot of each series shows the results
without filtering: GPPLUS on figure (a), GPMUL on (c) and LS on (e). Figures (b),
(d) and (f) show the average number of nodes in the population for the corresponding
filter settings. Also in this case, the first boxplot of each series shows the results without
filtering: GPPLUS on figure (b), GPMUL on (d) and LS on (f).
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Figure 5.16: Dataset concrete. Figures (a), (c) and (e) show test fitness (RMSE) for
different values of the filter parameter. The first boxplot of each series shows the results
without filtering: GPPLUS on figure (a), GPMUL on (c) and LS on (e). Figures (b),
(d) and (f) show the average number of nodes in the population for the corresponding
filter settings. Also in this case, the first boxplot of each series shows the results without
filtering: GPPLUS on figure (b), GPMUL on (d) and LS on (f).
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Figure 5.17: Dataset motor . Figures (a), (c) and (e) show test fitness (RMSE) for
different values of the filter parameter. The first boxplot of each series shows the results
without filtering: GPPLUS on figure (a), GPMUL on (c) and LS on (e). Figures (b),
(d) and (f) show the average number of nodes in the population for the corresponding
filter settings. Also in this case, the first boxplot of each series shows the results without
filtering: GPPLUS on figure (b), GPMUL on (d) and LS on (f).
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Figure 5.18: Dataset total . Figures (a), (c) and (e) show test fitness (RMSE) for
different values of the filter parameter. The first boxplot of each series shows the results
without filtering: GPPLUS on figure (a), GPMUL on (c) and LS on (e). Figures (b),
(d) and (f) show the average number of nodes in the population for the corresponding
filter settings. Also in this case, the first boxplot of each series shows the results without
filtering: GPPLUS on figure (b), GPMUL on (d) and LS on (f).
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Figure 5.19: Dataset protein. Figures (a), (c) and (e) show test fitness (RMSE) for
different values of the filter parameter. The first boxplot of each series shows the results
without filtering: GPPLUS on figure (a), GPMUL on (c) and LS on (e). Figures (b),
(d) and (f) show the average number of nodes in the population for the corresponding
filter settings. Also in this case, the first boxplot of each series shows the results without
filtering: GPPLUS on figure (b), GPMUL on (d) and LS on (f).
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Figure 5.20: Dataset slump. Figures (a), (c) and (e) show test fitness (RMSE) for
different values of the filter parameter. The first boxplot of each series shows the results
without filtering: GPPLUS on figure (a), GPMUL on (c) and LS on (e). Figures (b),
(d) and (f) show the average number of nodes in the population for the corresponding
filter settings. Also in this case, the first boxplot of each series shows the results without
filtering: GPPLUS on figure (b), GPMUL on (d) and LS on (f).
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Figure 5.21: Dataset yacht. Figures (a), (c) and (e) show test fitness (RMSE) for
different values of the filter parameter. The first boxplot of each series shows the results
without filtering: GPPLUS on figure (a), GPMUL on (c) and LS on (e). Figures (b),
(d) and (f) show the average number of nodes in the population for the corresponding
filter settings. Also in this case, the first boxplot of each series shows the results without
filtering: GPPLUS on figure (b), GPMUL on (d) and LS on (f).
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also possible to observe that the size of the individuals does not monotonously decrease
with the increase of the filtering parameter. To statistically evaluate the differences in
terms of individuals’ size between GPPLUS , GPMUL and LS and their filtered counterparts, we consider, for each problem, the best value of the filter parameter (i.e., the
value that produces the best RMSE). Both the average size of the individuals in the
population and the size of the best individual were studied. The Wilcoxon rank-sum
test for pairwise data comparison, employing the significance level α = 0.05, has been
used under the alternative hypothesis that filtered variants produce individuals with a
smaller size than the non-filtered ones. The results of this statistical study are reported,
for the three systems, in Table 5.3. The table also shows the differences among filtered
and non-filtered systems as a percentage.
It is possible to observe that filtered systems always produce individuals that are smaller
than their non-filtered counterparts in a statistically significant way, except for GPMUL
on the concrete and motor problems. An important remark is that, for all the systems and problems considered, it is always possible to find a parameter setting that
reduces individuals’ size and that also has a beneficial effect on the RMSE (as shown in
Table 5.2).
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Dataset

P-value
average
size

% Diff
pop.
Average
size

P-value
Best size

% Diff on
best ind.
Size

airfoil
concrete
motor
total
protein
slump
yacht

0,00
0,59
0,34
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

-47,66
10,38
33,98
-63,76
-54,94
-93,31
-44,85

0,01
0,53
0,48
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

-43,03
8,63
45,32
-63,00
-68,11
-88,70
-40,39

airfoil
concrete
motor
total
protein
slump
yacht

0,00
0,27
0,06
0,74
0,05
0,00
0,00

-24,39
-5,77
-18,88
-17,98
-26,27
-58,43
-61,48

0,00
0,94
0,05
0,99
0,24
0,00
0,00

-28,24
0,90
-35,05
-15,07
-13,14
-50,16
-57,62

airfoil
concrete
motor
total
protein
slump
yacht

0,00
0,19
0,33
0,23
0,70
0,00
0,00

-37,70
-6,43
-13,22
-26,27
-1,47
-81,94
-63,96

0,05
0,33
0,23
0,27
0,34
0,00
0,00

-19,02
-10,75
6,14
-27,34
14,97
-81,09
-63,85

Table 5.3 For each technique, the table shows the percentage variation related to the
size of the best individual (last column) and to the average size of the population (third
column), at the last generation, when the filter is used. The table also reports the pvalues calculated using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for pairwise data comparison, with
a significance level of α = 0.05. Bold numbers denote significant results and negative
values means and advantage in using filters having a size reduction. For the filtered
counterparts, we selected the filter parameter that produces the best training (RMSE)
performance. Statistics refer to the same experiments reported in Figures 5.1 - 5.14.

Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work
In the field of Genetic Programming this thesis proposes a novel framework to enhance
the effectiveness of this meta-heuristic techniques. We start analysing the current research with special emphasis on the so called semantic methods. Indeed, in our opinion,
this techniques represent an important step toward both performances and comprehension of GP in general. Semantic techniques describe the behaviour of the programs
representing the solutions by their own output vector when executed on the input test
cases. So a semantic vector tell us what that specific solution is computing, different
program can compute the same output vectors thus being completely equivalents from
a solution approximation point of view.
We show in particular that a branch called Geometric Semantic Genetic Programming
(GSGP) has interesting properties from which we were inspired. Interestingly GSGP
techniques induce a unimodal fitness landscape that is easy to descend until the target
and give rise to really interesting performances in goal approximation. Unfortunately
GSGP, in its original form, has an important drawback: the dimension of the solution’s
structure is almost doubling at each generation resulting in an exponential growth. Even
if technical advancement can deal with this issue GSGP remain essentially a black box
approach. We discuss the interesting generalization properties of GSGP guaranteed by
the geometrical construction and discussed alternatives to the geometric strategies to
optimize this particular aspect. Indeed more traditional GP techniques have shown,
thanks to extensive experimentations, that generalization is negatively affected by complex solution’s structures giving some evidence that the Occam razor principle is valid
at some extent.
In this regard we give details on a series of techniques recently introduced, in an our previous work. Using a semantic evaluation they do not admit any duplicate in the semantic
itself, thus strongly limiting the amount of neutral code that can grow in a solution’s
80
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structure. In turn this is keeping the solution’s growth low or at least always justified by
an advancement in target approximation. Being this approximation constructed using a
geometrical alignment in a translated semantic space, the error space, the framework itself has been named ESAGP Error Space Alignments Genetic Programming. One of the
interesting point of ESAGP is that maintain semantic diversity at the population level,
no duplicate is admitted, even the past population. A key feature of ESAGP is that to
discriminate among semantics it is not using a usual metric to compute a distance but
rather shows the utility of using a pseudo-distance approach in particular ESAGP relay
on Semantic Angles. In this thesis we are building on the following characteristics of
ESAGP: (i)it uses geometrical properties to reconstruct the target(ii) it shows a good
generalization ability thanks to its property of filtering out duplicate semantics and thus
keeping solution complexity low (Occam razor principle strongly enforced) (iii) it uses
pseudo-distance to compare semantics thus enabling an equivalence class approach: all
the semantic vectors aligned in the error space are equivalent from the point of view
of target approximation with a geometric approach because they al stay in te same
vector subspace. We want to generalize ESAGP’s properties (i,ii,iii) keeping in consideration the geometric semantic approach of GSGP and thus we propose a novel flexible
framework based on Equivalence Classes.
The approach presented in this thesis proposes these original contributions from the
theoretical point of view. (i) We show how to generalize the use of pseudo-distance
and its usefulness for the comparison of semantic vectors. This flexibility allows also
to craft or learn useful equivalence relationships. (ii) We define a new formal concept
of duplicate semantics based equivalence classes.(iii) We shows a new effective method
of filtering duplicate semantics (iv) thus permitting only a very controlled growth of
the solution’s structural complexity and a consequent good generalization ability. (v)
We simplify the geometric approach in the context of equivalence classes, losing the
guaranteed geometric properties (unimodal fitness landscape and good generalization
ability) but getting a potentially compact and equally general and accurate solutions.
In this thesis, the idea of semantics-based equivalence classes for Genetic Programming (GP) was presented. This idea is general, and it can be implemented in several
different possible ways. In this work, it was implemented by means of two simple GP systems, called GPPLUS and GPMUL. Each one of these systems uses a different definition
of equivalence. Moreover, filtered versions of these two systems, called FGPPLUS and
FGPMUL, were introduced. In these versions individuals are rejected if at least another
individual belonging to the same equivalence class already exists in the population. Last
but not least, semantic filters have been applied also to a well-known and widely used
GP system, like linear scaling. Experiments to test the performance of the systems
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proposed have been conducted on seven complex real-life applications. The results obtained can be summarized as follows: when considering the results on unseen test data,
on five out of the seven studied test problems, the systems proposed are better than
(or comparable to) the state-of-the-art of GP for symbolic regression (i.e. geometric semantic GP). Also, on all the test problems taken into account, filters are beneficial for
improving the performance of the systems. Last but not least, the use of filters allows
the studied systems to generate individuals that are significantly smaller, compared to
their unfiltered counterparts.
In the future, we plan to develop more sophisticated definitions of equivalence. Also,
we are currently investigating the concept of “weak” equivalence in which we relax the
property of the equivalence for a number of fitness cases. In other words, we could admit
that two individuals can stay in the same class of equivalence if their output values are
directly proportional on part of the fitness cases, instead of all of them. Last but not
least, we plan to develop a novel GP system, based on the concept of semantics-based
equivalence classes, which is specialized in solving particular tasks of image processing
and pattern recognition.

Appendix A

ESAGP
A.1

Alignment in the Error Space

→, −
→
−
→
Let X = {−
x
1 x2 , ..., xn } be the set of input data, or fitness cases, of a symbolic regression
→
−
problem, and t = [t1 , t2 , ..., tn ] the vector of the respective expected output or target
values (in other words, for each i = 1, 2, ..., n, ti is the expected output corresponding
−
to input →
xi ). A GP individual (or program) P can be seen as a function that, for each
−
−
input vector →
x returns the scalar value P (→
x ). Following [20], we call semantics of P
i

i

−
→
−
→
−
→
to the vector −
s→
P = [P (x1 ), P (x2 ), ..., P (xn )]. This vector can be represented as a point
in a n-dimensional space, that we call semantic space. Remark that the target vector
→
−
t itself is a point in the semantic space and, in general, it does not correspond to the
origin of the Cartesian system (except for the very particular and rare case in which the
expected output is equal to zero for each fitness case).
We now introduce a new notion, clearly related to the one of semantics, that we call
−
−
→ →
error vector. The error vector of a GP individual P is the vector −
e→
P = sP − t . It
can be represented as a point in a n-dimensional space, that we call error space (even
though used for different purposes, a similar idea can be found in [? ]). Each vector in
→
−
the semantic space is translated in the error space by subtracting t . So, the target is
translated in the error space into the origin of the Cartesian system. It is worth noticing
that, once we have the error vector of an individual P , it is immediate, for instance,
to
qP
n
2
calculate the root mean square error (RMSE) of P on training data (RMSE =
i=1 ei ,
where e is the ith coordinate of −
e→), a measure that is often used as fitness by standard
i

P

GP in symbolic regression problems (see for instance [21]). We now define a new concept,
whose importance will later become clear.
Definition A.1. (Optimally Aligned Individuals). Two GP individuals A and B
are optimally aligned if it exists a scalar constant k such that: −
e→ = k · −
e→
A
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B
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In other words, two individuals A and B are said to be optimally aligned if their respective error vectors are directly proportional, with a proportionality constant k. The
reason why we use the term “aligned” for such individuals becomes clear by looking at
Figure A.1(a), where a simple bi-dimensional error space is represented. In this figure, A
and B are two optimally aligned individuals: the points that represent their respective
error vectors are aligned with each other and with the origin of the Cartesian system.

(a)

(b)

Figure A.1: Part (a): Representation of a simple bi-dimensional error space. Individuals A and B are optimally aligned, i.e. their respective error vectors are directly
proportional. The angle between the error vector of A (as well as B) and the one of C
is θ. Part (b): A simple tri-dimensional error space. We point out that it is possible to
find a point m that is aligned with the error vectors of any pair of individuals A and
B and optimally aligned with a third individual C.

The concept of optimally aligned individuals is important in the context of this paper
because, given any two optimally aligned individuals, we can obtain a globally optimal
solution in a very simple way. Let A and B be two optimally aligned individuals. Then,
−
→
directly applying Definition A.1, we have −
e→
A = k · eB . Applying the definition of error
→
−
−
−
→ →
vector, the previous equation can be rewritten as −
s→
A − t = k · (sB − t ), from which it
→
−
s→ − k · −
s→. This implies that, if we find two optimally aligned
follows that t = 1 · −
1−k

A

1−k

B

individuals, whose syntactic structure we represent with A and B, and if we know the
proportionality factor k between their respective error vectors, then individual whose
syntactic structure is:
Popt =

k
1
·A−
·B
1−k
1−k

(A.1)

→
−
has a semantic vector that perfectly corresponds to target t , and thus it is a globally
optimal solution. Interestingly, this property holds independently from the quality (for
instance measured by means of the RMSE) of A and B: even two extremely “bad”
individuals (in terms of RMSE), if they are optimally aligned, can be used to produce a
globally optimal solution. As a direct consequence, the new objective of GP can now be
to find two optimally aligned individuals, instead of directly finding a globally optimal
solution.
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This raises at least the following two questions: (1) How can we use GP to look for a pair
of optimally aligned individuals? (2) Is searching for two optimally aligned individuals
easier for GP than directly searching for a globally optimal solution? The answer to
question (1) is that several different strategies can be adopted. In this paper, which
to the best of our knowledge represents the first effort of using GP to look for two
optimally aligned individuals, we propose the ESAGP framework introduced in the
following sections. Section ?? contains a discussion of possible alternative strategies.
In order to answer question (2), we perform experiments where an instance of ESAGP,
whose goal is to find a pair of optimally aligned individuals, is compared with ST-GP [21]
and with GS-GP [77].

A.2

One Step Error Space Alignment GP: ESAGP-1

ESAGP-1 is based on the idea that GP should work with the objective of minimizing
the angle between the error vectors of pairs of individuals (looking for a pair for which
this angle is equal to zero). Figure A.1(a) graphically represents the angle θ between the
error vectors of individuals A (as well as B) and C. Remembering that θ = arccos((−
e→ ×
A

−
−
→
−
→
e→
C )/(||eA || · ||eC ||)) (where × represents the scalar product between two vectors and
−
−
||→
v || is the Euclidean norm of vector →
v ) the angle between the error vectors of two
individuals is easy to calculate once we have their semantics. It is worth emphasizing
that the objective of ESAGP-1 is to find optimally aligned individuals, regardless of
their individual quality (for instance, as measured by the RMSE). To achieve this goal,
we follow two ideas: (1) all the individuals found during the evolution, and not only the
ones in the population at each generation, can be potential members of an optimally
aligned pair; (2) the search cannot be driven by a measure of distance to the target
in the semantic space (like the RMSE), but instead by a different fitness function that
promotes the discovery of optimally aligned individuals.
To implement idea (1), ESAGP-1 maintains an archive of all the “semantically new”
individuals that have been found during the GP run. Every time a new individual P
is generated, the algorithm checks whether it is optimally aligned with any of the individuals already in the archive. If it is not, P is added to the archive, unless the archive
already contains an individual with the same semantics, and the algorithm continues.
Otherwise, the algorithm terminates returning the newly found pair of optimally aligned
individuals. In [2] we present experimental results, reporting an RMSE value at each
generation for the ESAGP framework. That error is obtained like this: at each generation, we consider the pair of individuals (A, B) such that A belongs to the population
and B belongs to the archive, and such that the angle between −
e→ and −
e→ is minimum.
A

B
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Then, we construct the individual that approximates an optimal solution by applying
Equation (A.1). In order to do that, we need a value for the scalar constant k. Given that
A and B are not optimally aligned, −
e→ and −
e→ are not perfectly proportional, so k can
A

B

only be approximated. Let a1 , a2 , ..., an be the coordinates of −
e→
A and b1 , b2 , ..., bn the co−
→
ordinates of e . In this work, we use as k the median of the values a /b , a /b , ..., a /b .
1

B

1

2

2

n

n

We remark that this RMSE value is only calculated for comparing the results returned
by the ESAGP framework with ST-GP and GS-GP. It is never used for selection or in
any other way during the evolution.
To implement idea (2), ESAGP-1 uses a fitness function that has no relationship with
the distance to the target in the semantic space. To define this new fitness function,
ESAGP-1 calculates a particular point in the error space, that we call center of attraction, or simply attractor. The fitness of an individual is the angle between its error
vector and the attractor, and it has to be minimized (in other words, small angles are
better than large ones). The attractor must be chosen in such a way to promote the
evolution of optimally aligned individuals. Our idea is to choose a point that, informally,
represents the majority of the individuals in a population, standing “in the middle of”
an area where most of the error vectors of the individuals in the population are found.
Therefore, the objective of the algorithm becomes driving the population towards this
P
−
−
→
central point. We use as attractor the following vector: →
a = P ∈Pop −
e→
P /||eP || where
−
−
Pop is the current population and ||→
v || is the Euclidean norm of vector →
v . In principle,
the attractor could be calculated only once in the beginning of the run, using the initial
population, or it could change dynamically during the run, for instance recalculating it
at each generation (or at prefixed intervals). We have evaluated both alternatives in a set
of preliminary experiments. The results suggested that modifying the attractor during
the run does not significantly affect the performance of the algorithm. For this reason,
in this paper we report the results obtained by fixing the attractor in the beginning of
the run, using the individuals in the initial population.
Besides the novel fitness function, another interesting characteristic that distinguishes
ESAGP-1 from standard GP is the procedure that forms the pairs of individuals for
mating. ESAGP-1 uses a strategy that encourages semantic diversity, that we call orthogonal coupling. Let d be the dimension of (i.e. the number of individuals belonging
to) the population. Orthogonal coupling works by performing d independent tournaments (using the standard tournament selection algorithm), allowing us to generate a
repository of d parents. Subsequently, an iterative process is performed where, at each
iteration, one parent A is picked at random and its partner B is chosen as the individual currently in the repository such that the angle between −
e→ and −
e→ is the closest
A

to

90◦ .

B

A and B are then removed from the repository and the process iterated until

the repository is empty. Preliminary tests (not shown) have revealed that orthogonal
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coupling does not help the performance of standard GP on the real-life problems tackled
here. However, when used with a preliminary implementation of ESAGP-1, it allowed
significant improvements. Thus we decided to use orthogonal coupling.

A.3

Two Steps Error Space Alignment GP: ESAGP-2

The main information we gathered from the experiments performed with ESAGP-1
(whose results are discussed in [2] ) is that searching for two optimally aligned individuals
is an easier task than directly searching for a globally optimal individual (at least for the
studied problems). This opens an array of new and promising ways of easing the task of
GP, and a question naturally arises: given two individuals whose error vectors are not
aligned with the origin of the Cartesian system, can we still use them to build an optimal
solution? Answering positively to this question is the main objective of ESAGP-2. The
idea is shown in Figure A.1(b). Let us assume that we have two individuals, like A
and B in the figure, for which the straight line joining the error vectors is not aligned
−
with the origin of the Cartesian system. It is possible to find a point →
m that lies on
−
→
the straight line joining −
e→
A and eB and that is aligned with the error vector of another
individual C and the origin. This property holds for any three points that lie on a
bi-dimensional plane intersecting the origin. This allows us to extend Definition A.1 to
the bi-dimensional case.
Definition A.2. (Optimally Coplanar Individuals). Three GP individuals A, B
and C are optimally coplanar if the bi-dimensional plane on which −
e→, −
e→ and −
e→ lie
A

B

C

also intersects the origin of the Cartesian system in the error space.
Given three optimally coplanar individuals A, B and C, we can obtain an equation to
→
−
express target t , and consequently we can find a globally optimal solution analytically.
−
In fact, given that −
e→ and −
e→ are aligned with each other and with →
m, applying the
A

B

→
−
−
→ →
−
→
−
same reasoning as in Section A.1, we can write: −
s→
A − n = w · (sB − n ), where n is the
→
−
−
−
−
vector that corresponds to →
m in the semantic space (i.e. →
m=→
n − t ) and w is a scalar
−
constant. Analogously, the following relationship holds between →
n and the semantics
→
−
→
−
→
−
−
→
−
of C: n − t = k · (sC − t ), where k is a scalar constant. Now we can obtain →
n from
→
−
the first equation, replace it in the second one and solve it to obtain t . In this way, we
find:
→
−
t =

w
k
1
·−
s→
·−
s→
·−
s→
A−
B −
C
(1 − k)(1 − w)
(1 − k)(1 − w)
1−k

(A.2)

Equation (A.2) can also be written in the following implicit form:
→
−
→
−
→
− →
− −
−
→
−
→
→
w·−
s→
B − w · k · sC + w · k · t − w · t + k · sC − k · t + t − sA = 0

(A.3)
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Equation (A.3) can be used to find the scalar values k and w. In particular, let a1
and a2 be two different coordinates of vector −
s→
A . Analogously, let b1 and b2 be the
−
→
corresponding coordinates of vector s and c and c the corresponding ones in vector
B

1

2

−
s→
C . We can write the following system of equations:

w · b1 − w · k · c1 + w · k · t1 − w · t1 + k · c1 − k · t1 + t1 − a1 = 0
w · b2 − w · k · c2 + w · k · t2 − w · t2 + k · c2 − k · t2 + t2 − a2 = 0

(A.4)

Considering k and w as unknown values, we can solve the system in Equation (A.4),
obtaining:
k=

a1 · b2 − a2 · b1 − a1 · t2 + a2 · t1 + b1 · t2 − b2 · t1
a1 · c2 − a2 · c1 − b1 · c2 + b2 · c1 − a1 · t2 + a2 · t1 + b1 · t2 − b2 · t1

(A.5)

a1 · c2 − a2 · c1 − a1 · t2 + a2 · t1 + c1 · t2 − c2 · t1
b1 · c2 − b2 · c1 − b1 · t2 + b2 · t1 + c1 · t2 − c2 · t1

(A.6)

w=

At this point, the values of k and w obtained in Equations (A.5) and (A.6) can be
replaced in Equation (A.2), and this allows us to obtain a globally optimal solution (i.e.
an individual whose semantics is exactly equivalent to the target).
In order to write the system in Equation (A.4), we have to choose two particular coordinates of −
s→, −
s→ and −
s→. It is worth pointing out that, if A, B and C are optimally
A

B

C

coplanar, the obtained k and w are the same independently on the chosen pair of coordinates. But given that this event is quite rare, and more often this situation is only
approximated, the choice of the coordinates may be important. Extending the approach
used by ESAGP-1, we exhaustively consider all the possible pairs of coordinates; for each
one of these pairs, we calculate the values of k and w as in Equations (A.5) and (A.6)
and the values used in Equation (A.2) to approximate a globally optimal solution are
the medians of these calculated values.
Basically, ESAGP-2 works as ESAGP-1 with the following two major differences: (1) the
attractor, this time, is not a straight line, but a bi-dimensional plane; (2) every time a
new individual P is generated, it is compared with all the possible pairs of individuals
in the archive, looking for a pair of individuals that are optimally coplanar with P .
To define the attractor (point (1)), ESAGP-2 calculates a plane that informally lies
“in the middle” of the error vectors of the individuals in the population. To do this,
we use a k-means clustering method [78] to partition the error vectors of the initial
population into two groups. Then we use the centroids of these two clusters to calculate
the attractor. In particular, the attractor is the (unique) bi-dimensional plane that
intersects these two centroids and the origin of the Cartesian system in the error space.
The implementation of the k-means algorithm we have used is the one provided by the
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MATLAB environment [79], in which we have used angles, instead of Euclidean distance
or other types of distances, for calculating the similarity between the vectors (this is an
option that MATLAB provides). All the other parameters of the k-means algorithm
were set to the default values of MATLAB. Once the attractor is defined, ESAGP-2
uses as fitness the angle between the error vector of the individual and the attractor.
In order to calculate an angle between a vector and a plane, we use the SVD (Singular
Value Decomposition) method, exactly as presented in [80].
To control whether three optimally coplanar individuals have been found (point (2)),
every time a new individual P is generated, all the possible pairs of error vectors in
the archive are exhaustively analyzed and the bi-dimensional plane intersecting those
vectors and the origin of the Cartesian system is generated. Then we check whether −
e→
P

also belongs to that plane. Analogously to ESAGP-1, ESAGP-2 terminates if three
optimally coplanar individuals are found. Otherwise, if the semantics of P is unique,
P is added to the archive and the algorithm continues.
Besides the previously mentioned differences between ESAGP-2 and ESAGP-1, a third
one exists: with ESAGP-2 it may happen that the size of the archive grows considerably
during the evolution, and the exhaustive analysis of all the pairs may slow down the
process excessively (a circumstance that we have never observed for ESAGP-1 in our
experiments). Thus, in ESAGP-2 we have limited the maximum size of the archive using
a predefined parameter M . When the number of individuals in the archive reaches M ,
every time an individual must be added to the archive another one is removed. The
version we present in this paper removes the individual that has the largest angle with
the attractor. In our experiments, we have empirically observed that a good compromise
between computational speed and effectiveness of the method could be obtained by
setting M = 80. Thus, we have used this value here. However, the influence of the
archive size in the overall performance of the system has to be investigated more deeply
in the future.

Generalizing to µ dimensions.

If we compare the idea that inspired ESAGP-1

(graphically represented in Figure A.1(a)) with the one of ESAGP-2 (represented in
Figure A.1(b)), we can informally say that the transition from ESAGP-1 to ESAGP-2
consisted in “adding one dimension”: in ESAGP-1 we look for two points that must be
aligned on (i.e. must belong to) a straight line intersecting the origin of the Cartesian
system; in ESAGP-2 we look for three points that must belong to a bi-dimensional plane
intersecting the origin. Interestingly, this last property can also be seen as a composition
of the elementary property (alignment) that has to be respected on a straight line in
−
−
ESAGP-1: −
e→, −
e→ and →
m have to be aligned; →
m, −
e→ and the origin must be aligned,
A

B

C
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too. It is not hard to convince oneself that this process can be iterated (maintaining
the same informal terminology, we could say that “more dimensions can be added”),
up to a point in which the number of used dimensions is equal to the number of fitness
cases of the regression problem we want to solve. In other words, for any µ between 1
and the number of fitness cases, it is possible to define a GP system whose objective is
to find µ + 1 individuals that belong to the same µ-dimensional hyperplane intersecting
the origin (a property that can also be seen as the composition of µ alignments), which
we hypothetically call ESAGP-µ. Although in this paper we focus on ESAGP-1 and
ESAGP-2, as a first step in this research path, the definition of a general strategy allowing us to obtain an ESAGP-µ for any possible number of dimensions µ is an important
part of our current research. In that study, the issue of computational complexity has
to be carefully considered: both the complexity of the system of equations needed to
find the expression of the global optimum and the growth of the archive may become
serious problems as µ increases. Thus, while ESAGP-1 has a computational complexity
comparable to ST-GP and the one of ESAGP-2 can be easily controlled by limiting
the size of the archive, ESAGP-µ, for large values of µ, may turn out to have a large
computational cost, and implementation strategies to reduce it may be necessary.
. Devo mettere anche i risultatai sperimentali del vecchio paper ?
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